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AS WE WERE SAYING

—

EVERYONE is fond of

Dinnerette Mayonnaise
BECAUSE of its purity and delicious FLAVOR and

reasonable PRICE
WHY worry about making your own

Just ask your Grocer for

DINNERETTE Mayonnaise

That Buyer Gains Who Deals With Daynes

October is

Watch Time
See our extensive line of WATCHES. A DAYNES

TIMEPIECE can he relied on. For 6C years, as Utah's
oldest jewelers we have specialized, in watches. Sold
with a guarantee and everyone has passed our rigid
test.

Now is the time to get a new Wrist or Strap Watch.

LADIES' WRIST
WATCHES

111.75 and Up
MEN'S STRAP
WATCHES
.75 and Up

We also have an expert repair department.
Come in and let us give you an estimate on fixing

your watch.

ESTABLISHED

128 MAIN ST.
Ask about Daynes New Individual Sanitary Sacrament Sets.
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OCTOBER Bennett Glass& Paint Go.

THIS is the "Basement" month in the

year-round painting program for Ben-

|j**|*QCttlC

I

m nett's "Property Life Insurance" Products.

Your dealer has them
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Write Today for Full Particulars
"L. D. S. TRAINING DOESNT COST—IT PAYS"
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Let the IRON FIREMAN stoke the furnace—he is AUTOMATIC—
and pays his way in the savings he makes in fuel and labor costs—he

puts new life into the ordinary "lazy" heating system—the IRON
FIREMAN uses only slack coal, the cheapest product of the mine,

and he fires with such ease and precision that he never wastes a pound
of coal—actually saves 15 to 25 per cent in tonnage—making two great

reductions in fuel costs: first, the great difference in the price per

ton; second, by burning fewer tons

—

But that is not all—the IRON FIREMAN reduces more than fifty

per cent ashes, soot, smoke, and labor incident to caring for the furnace

—and last but by no means least, provides that wonderful factor, SUFFICIENT and UNIFORM
HEAT under all varying winter weather conditions.

Many L. D. S. Heating Plants Are Equipped With

IRON FIREMAN STOKERS

Others Are Now Being Equipped

Write us or call us on the telephone and let us tell you more about the IRON FIRE-

MAN and our guarantees.

Forced Underfiring Corporation

173 East 3rd South

SALT LAKE
Phone Was. 4148

2260 Broadway

DENVER, COLO.
OMAHA AND
CHICAGO
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FALL BULBS
FREE CATALOG NOW READY

Fall is the BEST TIME to plant Peonies, Phlox and Perennial Plants.
Fall is the ONLY TIME to plant Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissus, Daffodils, etc.

September and October are good months for sowing perennial Flower Seeds

WRITE TODAY

PORTER-WALTON COMPANY
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH

The Indispensable Item of the Business

of a Nation

—

"BETTER PRINTING"
OFFICE

AND
BANK
FORMS

RULING

AND
BOOK

BINDING

We offer special prices on binding the Church Magazines

Mail your back volumes to us. They should be preserved

The Deseret News Press
29 Richards Street Salt Lake City

PRE-SHRUNK
L. D. S. GARMENTS /*"« ow

New Style Style
54 Bleached Med. Cotton 91.76 91.90
64 Fine Lisle 1.75 2.00
58 Unbleached Heavy Cotton 2.25

104 Fine Rayon Silk. 3.S0 4.00
Not Pre-Shrunk .95 and op

Samples Sent On Request

* fieliable
10SS E. 21st South Street

L. Z>. S. G7LRMENTS
SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH

BUTTER
DgUClOW. /A' SANDWICHES 0& CAND1
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Suppose We Should Guarantee You the Fulfillment of these

Desires—Would You Not Think it Marvelous?

V;;

Your income to continue even tkougth accident or illness should suddenly snatch you away
or render you unfit for work. An income for your wife—a college education for your
children. The ownership of your home in ten years from now. The possibility of retire-

ment and the joy of travel and leisure in your later years.
Impossible? Absolutely not. These dreams can be realized if you

act now—Make todays hopes realities tomorrow.

A Beneficial Policy is the Key to Success
Blots out your worries—Brings peace of mind

Beneficial Life Insurance Co.
Home Office, Vermont Bldg.—Salt Lake

Heber J. Grant, President E. T. Ralphs, Manager

L. D. S. Garments
DIRECT PROM FACTORY

Cutler's Guaranteed Long "Wearing
Garments

Please state if for men or women and
if old or new styles. Give size. Marking
15c. Postage Prepaid. Bust, Height and
Weight.

85 Rayon O. S. ¥3.95, N. S. $2.95
86 Trico Silk, both styles 4.35
68 Rib. Lit. Cotton, knee length .75
68 O. S. or N. S. 1 or long legs .85
74 Ribbed Lt. Wgt. Cotton 1.10
76 Ribbed Lt. Wgt. Lisle 1.35
84 Ribbed Mercerized Lisle 1.85
64 Ribbed Med. Lt. Cotton 1.35
62 Ribbed Med. Hvy. Bleached 1.70

(or unbleached D. Back) 1.70
56 Hvy. Cotton Bleached 2.15

(or unbleached D. Back) 2.15
27 Med. Wgt. Wool 50% 3.35
39 Hvy Wgt. Wool 50% 3.85

WRIGHT'S UNDERWEAR
100% Wool, Salmon or Natural Color..$5.35

DTJOFOLD UNDERWEAR
L00% Wool outside, Cotton inside. Nat-

ural Color $4.85

Misses Rayon 2-pc. Vest and
Bloomers, 8-14 2.00

C|
H.G.
utter9

*
131-8 Const. Bldg.

34SoMain
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"The yellow can
•with the
block band"

"•..

FLIT
JUSC. U. a FAT. OFF.

KILLS FLIES
MOSQUITOES

BED BUGS ANTS
ROACHES MOTHS

Get a can of FLIT today (

lH

youre sure to make the children happy

wholesome;
delicious/

ICE CREAM • CANDY
CAKES LUNCHEONS
PHONE WAS. 3223 SALTLAKE CITf
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OR those small social

gatherings— and for big

ones, too!—-Jell-O is al-

k ways a happy thought. Its

cheerful color gives a festive touch,

and its delicious flavors from fresh,

ripe fruits are sure of a welcome
from your guests.

And Jell-O is so easy to make !

Desserts, plain and fancy, and tempt-

ing salads , can be prepared inno time

.

They cost but little, and best of all,

are healthful and nourishing. For

Jell-O is not only very easy to digest,

but supplies the body with energy.

Send for the new recipe book—
"Through the menu with Jell-O".

It is free! You can learn how to make
scores of delicious, attractive dishes.

Write to the Jell-O Company, Inc.,

Dept. J-10, Le Roy, N. Y.— today!

Your grocer sells Jell-O . . . five

delicious fresh fruit flavors.

FIVE FLAVORS—FROM
FRESH, RIPE FRUITS

Bright, Active Children Have

Generous Breakfasts

There's a young neighbor of mine
who is much interested in her chil-
dren's school work. But the other
day she came to me in distress be-
cause their report cards showed a
steady lagging behind on the part
of each child.

"What do they get for breakfast?"
I asked.

"Oh, they eat hardly anything for
breakfast."

I told her what the schools know
about listless, backward children,
that they were generally half-
starved. She promised to give them
a real breakfast every morning, and
I told her how valuable Carnation
Milk is, in furnishing a rich, nu-
tritious milk supply for many
breakfast dishes.

Try These Carnation Griddle
Cakes Tomorrow Morning.

CARNATION GRIDDLE CAKES
2% cups flour, % cup cornmeal, 4 tsp.

baking powder, % cup sugar, 1 egg, well
beaten, 2 /3 cup Carnation Milk, 1 1/3
cups water, 4 tbsp. butter, melted, 1 tsp.

salt. Sift dry ingredients; dilute Carna-
tion with water; add beaten egg and melted
butter. Stir liquid quickly _ into dry in-

gredients. Bake on hot lightly greased
griddle. When cakes are puffed, full of
bubbles, and brown on the edges, turn and
cook the other side. The griddle should
be hot enough to brown a cake on one
side in 2 minutes.

CARNATION MILK PRODUCTS CO.
328 West 2nd South St.,

Salt Lake City

Carnation Milk
"From Contented Cows'*

Two sixes

Tall and Small

An Inter-Mountain Product
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SCIENTIFIC DANNIE

By Lula Greene Richards

Scientific little Dan
Wants to learn the spider's plan.

Where he gets the cunning art

How to measure—when to start.

Hitching first to some firm joint,

Making thence some distant point.

Who has taught him the design

Of his tiny, perfect line.

"Mother!" questions little Dan,
"Can't some scientific man
Tell us how the spider learns

Where to make his stops and turns

Till he has his web complete

—

Does he work with head or feet?"

Ah! we have so many dearies

Like you, Dan, with funny queries

Also countless scientists

Telling why a cause exists

And why marvels must advance

—

Studying spiders, bees and ants,

And all things that can be found
On the earth or under ground,
In the ocean or the air

—

Everything from everywhere.

Much they teach is true and good
To be learned and understood.

If you keep the laws of health,

Make of wisdom stores of wealth,

You will gain the power to show
Truths some others may not know.
Truth will sometime make all clear-

Scientific Dannie dear.
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A Man Among the Gentiles

October 12th, the anniversary of the

discovery of America, brings to our
remembrance the account of the glo-

rious vision which the Lord gave to

His servant Nephi, in which He
showed the young man many great

and marvelous things that were to take

place in. later years. Among other

things Nephi says:

"And I looked and beheld a man
among the gentiles who was separated

from the seed of my brethren by the

many waters ; and I beheld the Spirit

of God that it came down and wrought
upon the man ; and he went forth upon
the many waters, even unto the seed

of my brethren, who were in the

promised land." (I Nephi 13:12.)

The "man among the Gentiles"

whom Nephi saw in vision, was Chris-

topher Columbus, the celebrated navi-

gator and dicoverer of the western

world. This noble and great man
was called and chosen by the Al-

mighty to perform the mission which

he accomplished ; he was chosen to

bring to light a new world, even as the

Son of God was chosen to redeem the

world, and as Joseph Smith was chos-

en to lay the foundation of the Lord's

great latter-day work.

Columbus, it is generally believed,

was born in 1435 or 1436, at Sogoletto,

a suburb of Genoa. We will pass over

his childhood and start with his life

when he was more than 30 years of

age. At that time we find him ship-

wrecked in a foreign land and in very

poor circumstances. He made his way

to Lisbon, where he found friends

who assisted him in obtaining employ-
ment. The work in which he was
engaged was map drawing, and in this

vocation we can readily discern the

hand of Providence, for such work
was very helpful to Columbus in the

performance of his divinely-appointed

mission.

In Lisbon, Columbus became ac-

quainted with the daughter of a dis-

tinguished sailor named Bartolomeo
Perestrello. This man had been gov-
ernor of Porto Santo, an island near

Maderia, but had died some years be-

fore. Columbus found favor in the

eyes of the young woman's mother
and gained her consent to his marriage

with her daughter. After his mar-
riage Columbus went to live with his

mother-in-law. This brought him a

step nearer his goal, for his deceased

father-in-law had left behind him
maps and charts which proved of great

service to Columbus.
At this time the face of Columbus

often turned toward the setting sun.

When he was about 40 years of age

he paid a visit to the island of Porto

Santo, where his wife had an estate

which had been bequeathed to her by
her father. Here Columbus received

a sum of money, income from the

estate, and also new inspiration for

the work which Heaven had assigned

him. The inhabitants of the island

told him that when far out at sea, they

had seen strange islands toward the

setting sun. They told him other
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stories, all of which were pure fiction,

nevertheless they helped Columbus by
driving him to a fresh study of his

maps and charts.

The first application Columbus
made was to John II, King of Portu-
gal. The king granted him an audi-

ence, and Columbus, who was a good
talker, and thorough master of the

subject, convinced the king and won
him into his confidence. Then the

question of pay was brought up, and
when Columbus stated his terms the

monarch was dumbfounded. Colum-
bus would be satisfied with nothing

less than the rank of admiral, the

title of Viceroy over all new lands dis-

covered, and a tenth of all the revenue

obtained from them. That was too

much for the king. He said, however,

that he would give the matter con-

sideration.

Soon after this, King John called

to him a wily doctor, who reminded
his majesty that the sea was free to

everyone, and that it would be an easy

matter to test the value of such an
expedition. The doctor advised the

king to select a confident sailor and
to send him out with secret orders,

under the pretext that he was carrying

provisions to the Cape Verde Islands.

He could follow the setting sun as

well as Columbus, and if there were
land beyond the western waters he

could find it. If success followed, the

king would be bound by no promises.

Strange as it may appear, this dis-

honorable scheme appealed to his ma-
jesty. A competent man was chosen,

a vessel fitted out and sent on this

voyage of discovery. Failure attended

the expedition ; the captain was unable

to keep his course, and becoming
frightened at the magnitude of the

task he had undertaken, he returned

home, declaring that Columbus was
a dreaming fool.

When Columbus heard of the con-

temptible trick, he was terribly wound-
ed in spirit, and declared he would
have no further dealings with the

man who had so blighted his hopes.

About this time his wife died, leaving

him an only son, and also very poor
in pocket, for the property his wife
possessed had been wasted by Colum-
bus by the expenses to which he had
been put.

In 1484, when Columbus was nearly

50 years of age, he left Lisbon, to go
he knew not where. The following

year we find him in Palos, in Anda-
lusia. Outside the town there was a

Franciscan monastery, the hospitable

doors of which were always open to

poor travelers. One day, Columbus,
leading his boy by the hand, knocked
at the door of the monastery and
begged that a little bread and a draught
of water might be given to the child.

He was desired to enter, and as he
sat waiting for the promised alms, the

prior, Juan Perez de Marchena, passed

by. Something in the appearance of

Columbus arrested his attention and
he stopped to speak with him. The
prior soon discovered that he was talk-

ing to a man of more than ordinary

intelligence and character, and as Co-
lumbus unfolded to him some of his

plans he became greatly interested and
requested the stranger to tarry at the

monastery for some days.

After listening to the visions of
Columbus, the monk was convinced
that they were not merely "idle dreams
of an idle fellow;" he believed in

them, and so strong was his belief that

he set to work to devise means to

assist Columbus in the carrying out of

his life's mission. He remembered that

he had a. friend in Fernando de Tal-
vera, the confessor to the queen, and
to this man he wrote a letter of intrt

duction for Columbus.
After months of patient waiting,

Columbus, through the good influence

of the Cardinal Archbishop of Toledo,

was permitted to enter the royal pres-

ence. King Ferdinand and Queen Is-

abella listened attentively to his story,

and when he had finished the king

said he would call an assembly of the

most notable mathematicians, astrono-

mers and geographers in his realm and
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get their opinion concerning the mat- and gave Juan Perez sufficient money
ter. to pay the expenses of his friend.

The conference assembled at Sala- In 1492 Columbus found himself
manaca, and after wasting a great deal again at court. A new commission
of time in discussing things that were was appointed to arrange, terms with
entirely foreign to the subject, finally him. If they expected Columbus to
broke up without arriving at any de- be modest in his demands they had
cision. Nothing more was heard of misjudged him. Nothing would satis-

the matter till 1491, when the Commis- fy him but the rank of admiral, the
sion of Inquiry made its report, a very title of Viceroy, and a tenth of all

unfavorable one. "It sagely decided revenues forthcoming from the lands
that the ideas of Columbus had no he might discover. The commission
rational foundation, and that the pro- reported to the queen the unreason-
posed adventure was a hair-brained able demands and advised her majesty
scheme totally unworthy of great sov- to reject them, which she did. They
ereigns like Ferdinand and Isabella," offered Columbus more reasonable
Such was the decision of these "wise terms, and told him that if he did not
and learned" men, and in thinking accept them the negotiation was at an
of it we are reminded of the saying end. To their amazement, Columbus
of the Apostle Paul: "The wisdom of rejected their offer and left. He went
this world is foolishness with God," to his lodgings, paid his bills and de-
and also the words of the Prophet parted from Granada. After traveling
Isaiah: "The wisdom of their wise about six miles he heard the clatter
men shall perish, and the understand- of hoofs behind him, and on turning
ing of their prudent men shall be hid." around he saw a messenger from the

The queen did not altogether agree queen signalling him to stop. The
with the decision of (the commission, messenger told Columbus that the

and some time later she sent Columbus queen had been induced by some pow-
a conciliatory letter. Columbus, who erful friends to reconsider the sub-

was now 65 years of age, decided to ject and that she had decided to ac-

quit Spain and repair to France. He cept his terms. We can imagine the

returned to the monastery at Palos to feelings of Columbus on hearing the

bid farewell to his old friend, the prior news. All his years of work, of pa-

Perez. When the latter had heard his tience and hope were at last to be re-

friend's story, he assured Columbus warded.

there was still hope, and advised him At last the little fleet was ready, and
not to go away until another effort set sail on the 3rd of August. The three
had been made on his behalf. The vessels—the Pinta, the Nina and the
monk, who had been formerly confes- Santa Maria, if dismantled of masts
sor to the queen, immediately wrote and rigging, could have been packed
a letter and sent it by special messenger in the hold of a modern liner, their
to her majesty. He expressed implicit entire tonnage could not have exceeded
confidence in Columbus and in the two hundred tons. On Sunday, Sep-
work he was desirous of undertaking, tember 9, the adventurers lost sight
and predicted that Spain would for- of land entirely. Space prohibits us
ever regret^ it if she allowed so honor- from describing in detail what hap-
able a project to pass into the hands pened from that time till the 12th of
of a foreign power. The letter made the following month. Time and again
such an impression on the queen that Columbus was importuned to turn
she at once summoned Perez to wait back, but he would not. Even when
upon her. At the close of the inter- his mutinous crew threatened him with
view, her majesty expressed a desire death, he faced his fate without a
to see Columbus as soon as possible, quiver. "Yes," he said to them, "you
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can cast me into the sea. I do not

fear death, for I have long been pre-

pared for it. But how will it be with

you when you reach Spain again, and

your crime stands revealed before their

majesties, whose commission you have

outraged?"

At length, on the 11th of October,

there was such evidence of land that

no one could dispute it. Columbus
told his men their labors would soon

be at an end, and that from that time

on they would take in sail at night

and proceed with caution.

"And now for the last time," says

the historian, "the sun goes down into

a realm of intangible mystery ; but

there is no sleep for eyes that are

kindled with the fever of an intoler-

able suspense. So the Admiral
takes post in the deck house where
he can sweep the forward hori-

zon with his craving glance. Soft!

there, low down in the dimness be-

tween sea and sky—what is that? As
God lives it is a light, a light; it can-

not be a star ! It is not diamond-like,

as God's stars, it is ragged and flick-

ering like every light of human kind-

ling. Alas! it is gone. It was an il-

lusion of an overwrought brain. No,

there it comes again; it moves, it

waves, it is a torch-light upon some
shore. Trembling with joy, not yet

certain of itself, the Admiral calls soft-

ly to an officer on deck, Pedro Guti-

eries, by name. The officer looks

in the direction indicated, and after

an instant sees a spark. God be

praised ! It must be a light on

land. It comes, it goes, it rises and

falls, as though it were a torch in

some fisherman's boat, or carried by

hand from house to house on the

shore. Another comrade is called, but

when he mounts to the post of ob-

servation the light can be seen by no

one, and it reappears no more. In

these strange regions even the senses

cannot be trusted on evidence so evan-

escent. But hark! a gun booms from
the Pinta on in front. She stays her

cautious course. She lies to; she has

seen land. The weary days of sus-

pense are past, and an unknown world

awaits the unveiling of the dawn.

"When morning rose, on Friday,

October 12, 1492, the scene served

rather to excite than to gratify curi-

osity. Columbus saw before him a

low, flat island, some fifteen miles

long, clothed everywhere with strange

luxuriant foliage. From the woods
along the shore, groups of men, wo-
men and children came running to

the waterside, where they stood, gaz-

ing in evident perturbation and amaze-

ment. So far as could be observed,

they were of a race never seen before.

That they were barbarous was clear,

for they had not a ^titch of clothing

amongst them; but whether friendly

or hostile could only be ascertained

by experiment. Arrangements were
speedily made to put them to the proof.

A landing was effected with impos-
ing show of scarlet and gold and
flashing armor. The Admiral knelt

and devoutly kissed the soil. Then
with blare of trumpets astounding to

the natives, possession was taken in

the names of their Catholic majesties.

The island was christened San Sal-

vador.

"Think of what those new lands

have been to us—the refuge of perse-

cuted truth, the asylum of oppressed
freedom, the breath of life to millions

who, in the dense struggle for exis-

tence here must have perished. Think
of the favorable circumstances under
which new political experiments have
been tried, of the impulse given to

inventive genius by the preciousness

of labor amid the vast area to be sub-

dued. Think of the tide of wealth
which has thence recoiled upon our

shores, wealth not so vulgar as the

treasures craved by Spanish greed, but

wealth of experience, wealth of know-
ledge, wealth of power, wealth of en-

larged life. There is no record in his-

tory of any achievement by an indi-

vidual man which can be compared
in the enormous sweep of its results

with the discovery of America."
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.By Harold H. Jenson

Zina Young Card

Personality means a lot in this world
and Sister Zina Young Card, the first

matron of a Church school, and an
active worker in every line of en-

deavor, was blessed with an over-
abundance. To always wear a smile^

even when adverse circumstances
come, as rather hard, but this writer
believes Sister Card, who lives in the
Bodell apartments in Salt Lake, has
accomplished this. When interviewed
she was sick in bed, yet with a cheery
greeting she consented to an interview
and in part her story was as follows

:

"I was born in the Old Log Row
on April 3, 1850, the daughter of

President Brigham Young and Zina
D. Young, one of the most beloved
mothers in Israel. Our pioneer homes
were located where the cars go up on
First Avenue on the north side of the

street. There was a group of log

houses in a row, with one large room
on the west and an open fireplace

where we did our baking. This was
before the Lion House was built.

"We all lived near together and
justice predominated the Young fam-
ily, for all shared alike. Obedience
was the rule and love was the law
with us. Father, at home, was the

most affectionate and loving of men,
for he thought a great deal of his

children and they appealed to him.

"Mother later taught school in ?

little adobe room built where the

Bransford apartments now stand.

Father's children and his brother's,

Joseph Young's children, attended.

Mother also lived in this home and at

night the boards and sawed logs, which
served for school benches, would be

removed outside to make room for

sleeping accommodations. At first we

had but few books, but later when the

Lion House was built, a large school

was held in the basement and here we
had slates, pencils and books. I re-

member cherishing a slate pencil a

whole school season, such a treasure

it was. Previously mother would find

pieces of paper and take charcoal from
the fire to draw pictures and write

for us.

"I also remember the famine of

1855, when the grasshoppers devoured
everything. We had to go on rations,

and although my mother didn't have
any too much, she divided with others

less fortunate. I remember one man
brought a bag of corn to her to pay
for his children's schooling. Mother
was also sent for by everyone, for she

was a nurse and pioneer midwife, at-

tending many of President Young's
family, as well as others.

ZIAA YOUNG CARD
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"One of the first of my recollections part in doings there. Mrs. Cook was
is of a large barn that stood east of another teacher of music who was
the old Log Row and of mother milk- gifted as an artist and helped many
ing the cows. The White House, now of our family to express their talents.

torn down, was built on what was In fact, many were igifted, although

called Brigham Street and here some we didn't have instruments, we used

of father's family moved, although we to sing together after family prayers,

moved to the little adobe school room. A bell would call the entire family to

"Our clothes were homespun. Fath- prayer each night in the Lion House
er had a weaver in the house and and we used to have a regular home
our parents helped design our dresses, evening afterwards, with the children

although we had a say as well, so that entertaining the older folks.

there was variety. We wore a great «t was also called t0 act as secretary
deal of clothing, much more than was of the first - Retrenchment Association
necessary, or than is worn nowadays organized in the 14th Ward. Presi-
and our underwear was of cotton. We dent Young had stated, 'the world
had home-made straw hate, not so would soon be brought to our doors
pretty. Later father imported some and he wanted his daughters fortified
for his daughters. At first we were against foolish fashions/ This was
taught to braid them ourselves, and the original idea for the Retrenchment
also help make our own stockings. Association which later became the Y.
We were raised more in the Puritan L M> j A . My church work began
style in those days, for our parents did from then on in earnest and I was
not believe in fancy clothes. In fact, counsei r in the 13th Ward Retrench-
father organized the Retrenchment ment Association. No stake organiza-
Association among his daughters, in

tions existed at that time. In 1878 I

order that they might not follow the went to provo and was president of
styles of the day. He was against

the Primary Associations of Utah
hoop skirts, and dresses that dragged

sta^e
on the ground, or too many frills *

husband Charles Ora Card
and laces. He wanted modesty in

my husband, Charles ura Card,

dress and we followed his counsel and was advised to go to Canada by Presi-

, , x , •, dent John Taylor and was the first
never had cause to regret it.

"Mormon" settler there. In fact,

"This does not mean we did not Cardston was named after him. He
have any pleasure. Father was a and William Hendricks, Joel Ricks,
great believer in the motto that all and isaac E. D. Zundell, were just sent
work and no play makes Jack a dull

t0 British Columbia to locate, in 1887,
boy. He had a stage built with a

a suitable place for Saints to gather.
curtain right in the Lion House and They found nothing on that side, but
here we were taught music and danc- went QVer the mountains on horse
ing. I must have been six or seven, back until they came to McCloud,
when I remember he had a piano

where they met in Calgary the Mount-
brought from the east by ox team tor

gd police> who gave them advice
his children. Our first music teacher akmt a beautiful valley with running
was Sister Lockley and then Charlotte

watgr at what was called Lee
>

s Creek
Cobb, and our dancing master was

[n Alberta. They traded their horses
Henry Maiben, an Englishman We

for a wagQn and team and proceeded
were taught all the dances of the day

tQ thig locatioilj arriving on a Satur-
from the minuet to the polka. We

day _ They fasted umil Sunday and
also had festivals and parties. held a meeting. My husband was

"The Social Hall was the first place inspired that "this was the place" for

of amusement built and we often took the Saints and dedicated the land to
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the Lord. Today there are four stakes

there and thousands of people.

"We lived there until 1903, or seven-

teen years, when my husband's health

failed and we came back to Utah. He
only lived three years after that, dying
in 1906. I had presided aver the

young ladies organizations in Canada
for sixteen years.

"Previous to going to Canada, I had
been called to act as the first matron
of a Church school serving under the

famous teacher, Karl G. Maeser, at

the B. Y. University in Provo for

six years. After my return to Utah,
served at the Logan B. Y. College as

matron for three years and later at

the L. D. S. University for six years.

I have also found much joy in temple

work and still do today. Witnessed
the dedication of the St. George tem-
ple. I think the most wonderfuul event

of my life was seeing the thousands

of children in the Pioneer Jubilee

'.pageant this year, a sight I will ever

remember. I have served on the

general board of Primary Associations

for fifteen years and have watched its

remarkable growth.

"My association has brought me
' close to girls today as well as yester-

day. There is a difference, I must
admit, but we were raised in different

times and circumstances. There was
not the familiarity among the sexes

then is now. This has been brought

about, principally, because women to-

day occupy many of the positions of

men, there are women doctors, law-

yers, farmers, etc. The result, chival-

ry among manhood has changed. In

the yesterdays, men were looked upon
as the protectors of women and not

equals. The greatest thing in the

world in those days was large families.

Now education and resources have*

changed. The barrier between the

sexes, by their association, has been

cut down. I think, however, that

young women are just as good today

as in olden times, except that parents

are not so particular as to environ-

ment. As far as faith and good works

are concerned look at our hundred?

of young people engaged in Church

activities and their work as mission-

aries. In fact, the need now is to

find something for young folks to do

to keep them occupied, especially re-

turned missionaries. I think the Stake

employment bureau idea is a fine one,

for many return, and for months have

nothing to do and naturally get des-

pondent. We should show our ap-

preciation more, by helping the mis-

sionaries who return.

"I want to bear my testimony of the

wonderful love that prevailed in Presi-

dent Young's family. There was not

the jealousy people imagine, but we
lived in unity. There was sacrifice, it

is true, but love begets love and hate

begets hate, and there was certainly

love in our family. My mother raised

four children from another family

whose mother died, and sacrifice made
us strong, a lesson that could well be

followed today of doing good always."

He Who Plays the Crooked Game Loses

I was deeply impressed, and I hope the young men of the United States

were impressed, with the remark made by one who was nationally disgraced

recently when he said, it seems to me, in a rather repentant spirit : "I have

played a crooked game, and I have lost." Boys, that is the story of every one

who plays the crooked game. The one who plays the game straight, who deep

down in his soul does the right thing, because it is right, is the man who has

that peace and contentment that we all so much long for.

—

Damd O. Mc Kay.



What My Religion Means to Me
By Franklin S. Davis

Every known material object is tied

in some way to another object. The
tie or coupling may be tangible or

intangible ; but whatever it is, it must

securely hold together the objects, else

one or the other or perhaps both are

bound for destruction.

For example, everything belonging

to this world is tied to the earth. The
vegetable and animal kingdoms, as

well as man's, are

firmly planted on
the earth, either by
tangibly growing
out of the earth, as

if a part of the

earth itself, as wit-

ness the tree, or by
being subject to the

law of gravitation.

If for even a sec-

ond, we are told,

the law of gravita-

tion were to become ineffective,

everything on the earth would be

thrown into space and to possible

destruction. The earth itself, be-

ing held in its orbit by some such

law is securely fastened to the Uni-

verse of which it is a part. There is

nothing of a material nature that can

claim for itself entire independence.

This being true of the material

world, I believe it is also true of the

spiritual. To fail to hold fast to spir-

itual truth is to invite death spiritually.

However, in the process of making
spiritual contact, one is always con-

fronted with the question, what and

where is the spiritual truth to which
I mus.t tie?

One way to find out is by experi-

mentation. But that process is not

altogether satisfactory; it is often

fraught with dire results. For ex-

ample, we are told that the bite of a

rattlesnake is poisonous. We can dis-

regard this alleged truth and say to

ourselves, "I don't believe it ; I am
going to find out by experimentation,"

and then proceed to let a rattlesnake

bite. That is an extreme illustration

of a rather hazardous process of find-

ing truth or error.

On the other hand, the danger of
believing everything is illustrated in

the story of the Indian and the white
man. It is said that the Indians in a

certain locality had obtained the white
man's gun powder. In order to pro-

tect himself against the use of tne

powder by the Indians, the white man
told them to plant the gun-powder
and it would grow to produce corn.

The Indians believed, and, of course,

to their own disappointment, proved
the lie.

This is another extreme illustration.

It points out the weakness of too
much belief ; the former showed the

danger of too much doubt.

Now with reference to spiritual,

truth, shall we believe everything;

shall we doubt everything and so be
forced by experimentation to find that

which we shall tie to ; or what shall

be our course o-f action?

I have found the following steps

not only effective, but necessary

:

1. A temporary acceptance of all

that appears to be right, from what-
soever source it may come, according

to my own best judgment.
2. An endeavor to secure authorita-

tive opinion on the subject from the

best possible sources.

3. An application or use of that

which first appeared to be truth and
which later was confirmed by the best

authority available.

With reference to the first step, it

is evident that there always exists a

possibility that one's judgment may be

faulty. In that event, of course, his

first religious conceptions will be
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faulty. However, I take it that no
man can be expected to exercise more
than his intelligence may make pos-
sible.

The second step calls for an appeal
to the highest authority of all. I

have reference to God. He should be
consulted on every problem. In mat-
ters of religion He is indispensable.

Man's opinions, no matter who the
man, are necessarily not conclusive.

Every person is entitled to know what
the Author of religion has to say re-

garding His own creation. Otherwise
religion had better be left alone, for

finite man is incapable of revealing

the infinite.

The third step is the real determin-
er, the prover of truth. "By their

fruits shall ye know them."
Having taken these steps with re-

gard to the spiritual truth to which
I must tie, my religion has become
to me the "Iron Rod," which will hold
me fast, no matter what the conflict

from without. While I may not be
tied to my religion as a tree is rooted
in the earth, I am tied to it by an in-

visible force, likened to the earth, kept
within its course by the invisible law
of gravity. To the degree that I obey
the laws found in the religion of my

church, am I kept in the path of peace
•and safety. On the other hand, to

the degree that I disobey do I stand
in danger of being spiritually "dashed
to pieces."

My religion, therefore, becomes
the measuring rod of all the facts anrl

principles that may come to my at-

tention. If they conflict with my re-

ligion I accept them not, for it (the
religion of my church) is the ultimate
to which I must forever cling if I

would be happy. That is what my
religion means to me.

It is said that a certain minister of
Denver, in walking in the fields, found
a boy flying a kite. It was cloudy
and the kite was soaring above the
clouds and could not be seen. The
minister said, "Son, what brings you
into the field on such a day?"

"Oh, said the boy, "I am flying my
kite."

"What ? flying your kite ?" said the
minister, "I do not see any kite."

"No," said the boy, "Maybe you
don't see it. It is too cloudy; but I

know there is a kite up there. I can
tell by the pull of it."

I am tied by an unseen force to

eternal principles which constitute my
religion. I can feel the pull of it.

I Thank You

By Grace Ingles Frost

I thank you is a sentence short,

But, oh ! so very pleasant,

It carries warmth of kindliness,

Alike to king or peasant.

I thank you costs one not a cent,

Nor extra breath- to say it

;

Then, why neglect to voice the words?
Speak now; do not delay it.

It is like sowing to the wind,
To serve on unrequited.

There's many a youthful impulse dies,

And many a hope is blighted.

By just the lack of three small words
Having been repeated;

Without such meed of courtesy,

Of joy is service cheated.
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The Teacher-Training Course

If we are to judge from the first

month's lessons prepared for the Sun-
day School Teacher-Training depart-
ment by Elder Adam S. Bennion, and
published in the September Juvenile
Instructor, a great treat is in stofre

for all of our officers and teachers
who will carefully read and study

them, and especially for those who may
be called to take the course in the

various Sunday Schools.

From the very outset, these lessons

are full of inspiring thoughts for, and
valuable helps to the forward-going
teacher. Beginning with the teacher's

opportunities and responsibilities, and
following in logical sequence with the
meaning of teaching, the function and
preparation of lessons, and closing

with a laboratory exercise in lesson

preparation, the work for October
is full of sUch rich materiai as tic*

teacher in Zion can afford to miss.

Undoubtedly the success of class

work will depend largely upon the

promptness and dispatch with which
stake and ward officers organize fof

study. The ones who lose Will be the
ones who lag. In proportion to the
zeal shown in getting the teacher-train^

ing machinery in good running order,

will come the benefits from this great
movement.

Science and God

In a recent meeting of the British
Association for the Advancement of
Science, Sir Oliver Lodge, the great
scientist and philosopher, with fervent

emotion, declared the existence of God
and of a future life. The announce-
ment came with peculiar force in the
face of the fact that the retiring head
of the British Association, is an
atheist.

The dispatches say that Sir Oliver,
with "beard as white as snow and a
majority of his distinguished congre-
gation scarcely less venerable in ap-
pearance in the humility of his belief,"

declared

:
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"Science, with all its great work, has
not eliminated the accumulated witness of

the ages.

"The immensity of possible discovery
contrasts with our feebleness in putting
it into words, for that reason never throw
away hastily any old faith or traditions
because of some dogma of science; do
not run foul of conventions merely be-
cause you do not see the good of them.
"The problems do not get easier as

the world grows older. The extraordi-
nary multiplicity of plants and animals
is astounding. What an imagination the
Creator must have had! Our growth of
knowledge of the planetary system shows
that everything is governed by one
system of law.

"Real existence is a much wider thing
than terrestrial existence. We are mis-
taken in believing that life can exist only
for material bodies. It can exist, perhaps,
better, with immaterial things.
"There are many persons who formerly

lived on this planet and who still hover

close to us. They retain many of the
attributes that they once had here. The
dead are not dead, but alive. They have
bodies, but not of matter, what I may call
spiritual bodies. They are clothed, but
not with material clothing.

"Mankind came on to the earth very
recently, so its corporate blunders are
the mistakes of infancy. Our squabbles
are like those of children in a nursery
but they are deadly, and I hope we will
have no more of them. They tend to
destroy civilization."

In view of the tremendous propa-
ganda of that Godless organization

self-styled the "American Association

for the Advancement of Atheism,"
purposing to destroy the faith of high
school, college and university youths
in a supreme being, it is thrilling to

hear a great voice crying out from the

desert of unbelief, 'God Lives."

Responsibility for Teaching Children

To parents is assigned the first responsibility for the. training of children.

The Lord through the Prophet says

:

"And again, inasmuch as parents have children in Zion, or in any of her
stakes which are organized, that teach them not to understand the doctrine of
repentance, faith in Christ the Son of the living God, and of baptism and the
gift of the Holy Ghost by the laying on of the hands, when eight years old,

the sin be upon the heads of the parents."

Direct responsibility could not be assigned more emphatically and clearly
than it is assigned in that paragraph. Parents, there is the word of the Lord
to us regarding the proper training of children. Education commences at the
mother's knee, and every word spoken in the hearing of little children tends
toward the formation of character. Let parents always bear this in mind.
Victor Hugo says: "There are no bad herbs and there are no bad men

—

there are only bad cultivators." If we could have parents who are good culti-

vators in our homes, which are the gardens of the Lord, our civil officers would
have little difficulty in maintaining order, and the violations of law would be
less frequent.—From David O. McKay's Conference Address, April 8, 1928.

Seek ye the Lord while He may be found. Call ye upon Him while
He is near. Is. IV. 6.

'I find the doing of the will of God leaves me no time for disputing about His
plans.'



IGNSOFTHEJIME
BY J.M. SJODAHL

Captain Amundsen

Captain Roald Amundsen and his

five companions perished in the Arc-
tic Ocean, while winging their way
northward on their errand of mercy.
That sad fact is proved by the finding

on August 31, in the vicinity of the

Island of Vann, of the Bird Islands,

part of the French plane in which
they were traveling. They set out
from Tromsoe, Norway, on June 18,

this year, and nothing has been known
of their fate, until this message of
the tragedy reached the world.

Captain Roald Amundsen was one
of the great explorers. He was a
Norwegian by birth. In 1897-9, at
the age of 25, he joined an Antarctic
expedition, and acquired experience in
polar research. When he came home
from the South, he laid his plans for
finding the Northwest passage. In
his little vessel, the "Gjoea," he set

out from Oslo, June 16, 1903. On
this trip he located the magnetic pole
at Boothia Felix, near the most north-
ern point of the American continent,
and then he proceeded to Fort Eg-
bert in Alaska, where he arrived in

December, 1905.

In 1911, on October 19, he began
his trek over the Antarctic continent
and arrived at the South pole on
December 14. A little over a month
afterwards, the English explorer, Cap-
tain Robert T. Scott, reached the
(South pole and found the cabin of
Captain Amundsen and a letter, ad-
dressed to the king of Norway. Cap-
tain Scott, as will be remembered,
perished on the return journey.

In 1926, May 11, at 7 p. m., Cap-
tain Amundsen, in the dirigible

"Norge," flew over the North pole,

having left Kings Bay, Spitsbergen,

fifteen hours previously. He arrived

in Teller, Alaska, the next day.

It is sad to contemplate the fact

that the last journey of this, the most
famous and successful of polar explor-

ers, although dictated by the highest

and most unselfish of motives, should

end in failure ; but it is sadder still to

know that the entire Nobile expedi-
tion has cost so many human lives to

no purpose. No less than fourteen

men perished. Pomelia Vincenzo,
Italian, died when the cabin of the

"Italia" hit the ice. Dr. Finn Malm-
gren, Swede, perished while trying to

reach land on foot. Six men, Lieut.

A SCENE YS THE ARCTIC
This picture gives an idea of the dif-

ficulties explorers encounter, whether on
foot, in ships, or in airplanes, in northern
latitudes,

Eltore Arduno, Prof. Aldo Pontre-
moli, Dr. Ugo Lago, journalist, Al-
lileo Caratti, Calisto Ciocca and Re-
nato Alessandri perished with the bal-

loon part of the "Italia" which broke
away and was never found. Captain
Roald Amundsen, Norwegian; Lieu-
tenant Leif Dietrichsen, Norwegian;
Commander Rene Gilbaud, French;
Lieutenant Albert d e Auverville,

French ; Emil Valette, French and Gil-
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bert Brazy, French, perished in the
French seaplane commanded by M.
Rene Gilbaud.

We need not criticize the bid of
Nobile for fame for himself and his

country. It was a failure. But it is

to be hoped that future explorers will

profit by his mistakes. Neither the
cause of science, nor any other good
cause, is served by charlatanry and
recklessness.

The Pact of Paris

Mention has previously been made
of the Kellogg-Briand anti-war treaty.

As is well known, it was signed on
Aug. 27, 1928, with impressive cere-

monies in Paris, by the representatives

of Germany, the United States, Bel-

gium, France, Great Britain, Canada,
Australia, New Zealand, Union of

South Africa, Irish Free State, India,

Italy, Japan, Poland and Czechoslo-

vakia. Since then, the majority of

the prominent nations of the world,

including "The Union of Socialistic

Soviet Republics," as the official,

cumbersome name of Russia now is

written, have signed the treaty.

The pact condemns war as an in-

strument oi national policy, and for-

mulates an agreement that the settle-

men or solution of all disputes or con-

flicts of whatever nature or whatever
origin they may be, which arise among
the signatories, shall never be sought
except by pacific means.
As long as this agreement is kept,

there will be no war among these

nations.

This, the greatest of the recent
world movements, was born on April
6, 1927, ten years to the day after

our declaration of war, when the

French foreign minister, Briand, gave
to the Associated Press a message
in which he proposed that France and
the United States agree never to fight

each other. The proposition was read-
ily accepted by our government, on
condition that other powers be asked
to join the agreement. Under the

pressure of public opinion throughout
the world, the French government ac-
cepted the condition, and now it only
remains for the legislative bodies to
ratify the treaty.

The demand for a settlement of
national disputes by peaceful methods
is as old as civilization itself. It is,

in fact, a result of advanced civiliza-
tion. It is one of the fruits of Christi-
anity, as distinguished from the re-
ligions of "dark ages." Grotius, the
Hollander, wrote : "It is almost neces-
sary that congresses of Christian Pow-
ers should be held, in which controver-
sies which arise among some of them
may be decided by others who are not
interested." Henry IV of France,
proposed a congress of European pow-
ers for the maintenance of Peace;
William Penn had a plan for a Euro-
pean "dyet, parliament or estates;"
Kant, the great German philosopher,
and others in the 17th and 18th cen-
turies endeavored to arouse the world
to a realization of its need of peace.
The creation of the Supreme Court
of the United States of North Ameri-
ca by the American colonies was, up
to that time, the most important step
in the history of peace making. And
the success achieved in this direction

on this continent was bound to exert
an influence throughout the world.
Indeed, the existence of the Perma-
nent Court of International Justice, is

largely due to the American influence,

through such men as the late President-

Wilson, former Secretary of State Eli-

hu Root, John Bassett Moore and
others.

Charles E. Hughes Chosen

Our country is not yet among the
powers that acknowledge the jurisdic-
tion of the world court, but the League
of Nations has, nevertheless, almost
unanimously chosen Mr. Charles E.
Hughes, our former secretary of state,

as one of the judges of the court, to

succeed John Bassett Moore, resigned.
The acceptance by Mr. Hughes of this
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position might convince the opponents harbor, through which the commerce
of the cause of peace at home, of the of the world will eventually find one
folly of fighting the court on the al- of its main avenues. The London
leged ground of patriotism. . Daily Chronicle calls attention to the

Tm p ATT7cTTATr
fact that within ten years from the

-Balfour proclamation, which was is-

The development of Palestine is of sued Nov. 2, 1917, about 80,000 im-

interest to us, for it is one of the migrants had become permanent set-

prominent and encouraging signs of tiers, and that extensive measures had
our time. A contributor to the "Vos- been taken for road making, irriga-

siche Zeitung," a Dr. von Weizel, is tion and education. Thus Palestine

quoted as having reported that the is being redeemed, according to the

conditions in the country are very word of the Lord through His proph-
much improved. Industries are flour- ets. But the greatest development will

ishing and the sentiment of the Arab not come, until the temple is rebuilt

population is said to be changing for and the temple service established,

the better. This we gather especially from the

One of the important industries is
visions of Ezekiel, who, during his

the manufacture of stockings. Per- captivity in Babylon, saw the return

fumes are extracted from the famous of Jacob and Israel. He says, after

"lillies of the valleys" and exported having described the new temple, that

to France. Soap factories and cemenli the angel brought him to the east

factories are kept busy filling orders gate. "And, behold, the glory of the

from far and near. Orange groves God of Israel came from the way of

are particularly profitable. In 1927. the east; and His voice was like the

no less than 2,645,000 cases were ex- noise of many waters: and the earth

ported to London and sold at 15 shil- shined with His glory." (Ez. 43:1-4.)

lings a case. The Anglo-Palestine It was after this manifestation of the

bank has considerable funds, to enable presence of Jehovah that the prophet

settlers to develop new plantations, saw the stream of the water of life

And this, we are told, is only a begin- issuing from the temple, bringing forth

ning. 'In the Dead Sea, the country luxurious vegetation and "healing"
is said to have, broadly speaking, an the waters of the Dead Sea (Ez. 47:1-
unlimited supply of potash. On the 12), which, of course, is a prediction

Jordan river, the Rutenberg electric of general prosperity as a result of

plant can furnish an immense amount the return of the glory of God to

of power, and at Haifa there is a His temple.

Smoking More Harmful to Women than to Men
U. S. Surgeon General Hugh S. Cummings, makes the following statement

based upon government reports

:

"The cigarette habit indulged in by women tends to cause nervousness and
insomnia. If American women generally contract the habit, as reports now
indicate they are doing, the entire American nation will suffer. The physical
tone of the whole nation will be lowered. This is one of the most evil influences
in American life today. The number of American women who are smoking
cigarettes is amazing. The habit harms a woman more than it does a man. The
woman's nervous system is more highly organized than the man's. The reaction,

therefore, is more intense, ruining her complexion, causing it to become gradually
yellow and ashen."
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SACRAMENT GEM FOR DECEMBER, 1928

While of these emblems we partake,

In Jesus' name and for His sake,

Let us remember and be sure
Our hearts and hands are clean and pure.
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CONCERT RECITATION FOR DECEMBER, 1928

(Matthew, 22, Verses 37 to 39)

Jesus said unto him, Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy
heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy mind.

This is the first and great commandment.
And the second is like unto it, Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself.
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DIME SUNDAY THE THIRD
SUNDAY OF THIS MONTH

October 21, 1928 is the day set for the

collection of the 1928 Dime Fund. En-
velopes have been sent from the Office of

the General Board direct to each ward
superintendent. If these have not been
received, the superintendent should get in

touch at once with the Stake Superinten-
dent, who has a reserve supply.
The most satisfactory and business-

like way to collect the fund is to take
pains to prepare the school for the day
by appropriate announcement a week or

more before the day set and to follow up
with consistent well-made plans for a

prompt and complete collection. On
Sunday the 14th of October, the envelopes
should be distributed and the general an-
nouncement in the opening exercises of

the school should be supplemented by ap-

propriate remarks by the teachers in the

classes. Pupils may be requested to carry

the envelopes home and place them in

some conspicuous place where they will

surely be seen from day to day as a re-

minder to bring the dimes on Sunday,
October 21, 1928.

The children generally will respond
eagerly to any appropriate plan the super-

intendency may make to have the school

among the first to complete the collec-

tion of the fund.
The ideal way to collect the Fund is

to do it in one Sunday. Prompt remit-

tance to the Stake Board after the col-

lection gets the business out of the way
so attention may be given to other im-

portant matters.
The basis for figuring the percentage

of attendance this year is the actual en-

rollment on the Sunday of the collection.

If ten cents is received for every person
enrolled in all the classes from the Kin-

dergarten through and including the Gos-
pel Doctrine department, the school is en-

titled to credit for a 100% collection. The
entire fund collected, whether 100% or

200% should be remitted to the Stake

Board.
The co-operation of the Gospel Doc-

trine Department and the Priesthood

quorums toward the collection will as-

sure its promptness and fulness. Let us

aim to have the Dime Fund collection

completed and closed up before the first

Sunday in November.

Take Subscriptions for 1929 Sunday

School Lessons Now

A circular has been sent out from the

office of the General Board explaining

the urgency of beginning now to take sub-

scriptions for the 1929 "Sunday School

Lessons." The circular contains instruc-
tions for organizing tentatively the 1929
classes before November 15, 1928, by
which time the orders for the "Lessons"
must be in the office, if prompt delivery
of the January lessons is to be made.

It can be clearly seen that before super-
intendents can order 1929 "Lessons" in

sufficient quantities for the classes in ex-
istence then, they must know before-hand
how many pupils will be in each of the
1929 classes.

The circular, coming in the form of the
September "Superintendents 1929 Sunday
School Lesson," should be read with great
care and steps should be taken immedi-
ately to follow the instructions given.
Superintendents will welcome the an-

nouncement made in the circular that a
suitable, card-box cover will be sent free
this year with every paid subscription.
From the first every subscriber can have
a convenient means of preserving his
"Lessons." This should do much to pro-
mote the proper preservation and more
complete use of this valuable text mate-
rial.

TWO AND A HALF MINUTE
ADDRESSES

For October and November the follow-
ing subjects are suggested for the two
and a half minute addresses:
Why do I believe that I should keep

my mind and body pure?
Why do I believe that I should keep all

the commandments of the Lord?
Why do I believe that I should honor

and obey our Church leaders?
Why do I believe that Sunday Amuse-

ments are displeasing unto the Lord?
Why do I believe that I should observe

the Word of Wisdom?
Why do I believe that our Church is

the Church of Jesus Christ?
Superintendencies may select the sub-

jects for the remaining Sundays of the
period covered.

A TWO AND A HALF MINUTE
ADDRESS

The Fifth Article of Faith

"We believe that a man must be called
of God by prophesy and by the laying on
of hands by those who are in authority
to preach the gospel and administer in
the ordinances thereof."

All those who are called to minister in
the ordinances of the gospel should be
called and commissioned for their sacred
duties by divine authority.. The scrip-
tures are abundant in proof of the mighty
works performed by those duly called by
God. There is no instance in holy writ-
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ings of any one taking on himself the
authority to officiate in sacred ordinances
and being acknowledged of the Lord in
such administrations. Take for example
Noah, who found grace in the eyes of the
.Lord in the midst of a wicked world.
The Lord spoke to Noah of his displeas-
ure with the wicked inhabitants of the
earth and the divine intention concern-
ing the deluge and instructed him in
building the ark. It is shown in Peter's
declaration of Christ's mission in the
spirit world that Noah declared the word
of God unto perverse contemporaries;
that the Savior preached to those who
had been disobedient during the period of
God's long-suffering in the days of Noah,
and who in consequence had endured the
privations of the prison house in the in-
terval. The apostles of Christ were
called by His own voice in the days of

His ministry. The Savior's authority is

beyond question vindicated as it is by the
mighty works of the atonement wrought
through pain and the anguish of death and
by the declaration of the Father. Peter
and Andrew while casting their nets into
the sea were called with the instruction,
"Follow me and I will make you fishers
of men." Soon after James' and John
were called in the same way. This was
so with the twelve who ministered with
the master. To the eleven apostles who
remained faithful He appeared after His
resurrection, giving them special com-
missions for the work of the kingdom.
Christ specifically affirms that He had
chosen His apostles and ordained them
in their places.—Adriana DeHaan. (Age
12 years.) Wandamere Ward, Grant
Stake.
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General Secretary, A. Homer Reiser

Prepare for Annual Report

Roll books, statistical reports in the
minutes and quarterly summaries should
be carefully checked over this month for
the purpose of seeing that they are ac-
curate, complete and up to date and ready
for the annual report.

Next month annual report forms will
be sent out and ward and stake secretaries
will be given an opportunity to become
familiar with them.

The rolls of classes attended by mem-
bers of the priesthood should be carefully
examined and care be taken in seeing that
the number of members of each quorum
can be readily determined.

The quarterly summaries, if properly
kept up, will greatly simplify the work
of making up the annual report. To sec-

retaries, whose summaries are not now
complete, it is .urgently recommended
that they be made complete.

Credit for Fund Payments

The Dime Fund envelopes are turned
over to the secretary by the teachers, so
the secretary can see that each pupil is

given proper credit. After doing this the
secretary should promptly place the fund
collected in the hands of the treasurer
so he can promptly remit it to the Stake
Board. The quicker the Fund is col-
lected and remitted, the better for all con-
cerned. Everyone can then turn attention
to other important features of the work.

Record of Paid Subscribers for 1929
Lessons

As soon as the superintendency begin
to collect 1929 subscriptions to "Sunday
School Lessons" as suggested in the Sep-
tember "Superintendents Sunday School
Lesson" recently sent to all schools, the
secretary's assistance will be needed in
helping to make up a record of the names
of subscribers. This record must be
kept until the 1929 lessons are delivered
each month, for it is from this record that
the distribution of the "Lessons" to sub-
scribers is made.
The secretary's aid will be needed also

in making up the tentative rolls. Every
secretary should secure a copy of the
"September Superintendents Lesson" and
read the instructions carefully. Then be
prepared to render all needed help.
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LESSON FOR DECEMBER UNION
MEETING

Choristers

Much time has been allowed for the

study of Interpretation, cerlainly a most
important subject in the work of Chor-

isters. The last lesson based upon the

Choristers' Manual that will be outlined

in the Juvenile Instructor is this one

—

"Concerning Voice Production," treated in

detail in Lessons XI and XII of the Man-
ual. The following lessons of the Manual
are so important and general in their ap-

plication that we can never get away from
them, and no doubt they will run through

all that the Committee has to offer in

the future.

Inasmuch as the subject of voice pro-

duction is a technical problem, and be-

cause our choristers will be unable in

many cases to treat it, we suggest that

wherever possible a vocalist who has made
a study of singing, preferably a profes-

sional teacher, be brought before the de-

partment to conduct the lesson. The
text will present problems that will need

expert opinion if the full value of the

lesson is to be realized. However, where
it is not possible to secure the assistance

of such a person the class will still be able

to get much valuable helo out of the les-

son if the matter is discussed.

Partciularly will the consideration of

vowels and consonants be productive of

good and will result in an improvement

in singing. This lesson could be handled
to advantage by any capable teacher of

speech, and surely there are many of these

in the Church. Anyway, no matter how
the subject is undertaken, if it is earnestly

gone into according to the text it will

give help.

We urge a careful reading of the closing

chapters in the Choristers' Manual for the

importance of the subject matter, and urge
its application to the work of the chorister.

Organists

Shall Progress Cease?

Those organists who have been study-
ing the course that was outlined a year
ago in the Juvenile Instructor should
have completed the Organists' Manual by
now. If the instructions given in the
Manual have been followed and the
exercises in Archer's instruction book
have been practiced, a solid foundation
for good organ playing has been laid.

The next step should be an earnest en-
deavor on the organist's part to apply the
principles and technic recently acquired to

hymn playing and to the pieces selected
to be played as devotional and sacra-
mental music. The organist should now
seek music to play in Sunday School that

is devotional and elevating, diligently
practice it until it is free from technical

faults and then render it in so beautiful

a manner that it will compel attention

from the congregation and inspire them
with a spirit of reverent worship.
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CLASSES, UNIONS, BOARD
MEETINGS, ETC.

The plan for Teacher-Training in the
Sunday School was explained in the Sep-
tember Juvenile Instructor, Superinten-
dent's Department.

Prospective Teachers. For the instruc-

tion of prospective teachers it is requested
that a class be organized in each ward to

meet weekly during the regular Sunday
School class period to study the lessons
being presented for this department in

the Juvenile Instructor. These classes

are to be under the leadership of ward
teacher-trainers selected for their special

fitness and qualifications.

It is most important that bishops coop-
erate with local superintendents in select-

ing and calling to this class those who
should be preparing for the important
work of teaching. If desired by bishoprics
prospective teachers for other organiza-
tions may be enrolled in these classes.

Ward teacher-trainers will meet in the

monthly stake union meetings under the
leadership of the stake director of teacher-
training, there to discuss the lessons for

the ensuing month and to consider means
and methods of making their ward train-

ing classes most effective.

The stake director of teacher-training is

to be a member of the stake Sunday School
board. He should be the one man in the
stake, best fitted to train teachers.

Present Teaching Corps. The present
teaching corps is to receive the benefits

of the teacher-training course:

1. Through individual study of the
teacher-training lessons appearing in the
Juvenile Instructor.

2. Through the discussion of the train-

ing lessons in the various departments of

the monthly union meetings with refer-

ence to the preparation and presentation
of the lessons prescribed for the various
teaching departments for the ensuing
month.

3. Through personal contact between
stake board members and local teachers
resulting from stake board visits and ap-
pointments with individual teachers.

4. Through the cooperation of local

superintendents in helping teachers to
apply the teacher training instructions.

Union Meetings. In order that stake
board members may be fully prepared to

carry over the teacher-training message

enthusiastically in their resnective de-

partments in the monthly union meeting,

the stake director should lead the stake

board each month in a discussion of one of

the training lessons. The particular pur-

pose in each department of the union

should be to illustrate the application of

the teacher-training lesson in the prepara-

tion and presentation of one or more of

the ensuing month's gospel lessons.

The major portion of two or three stake

board meetings per month can be spent

most profitably in this kind of thorough

group preparation. Maximum good is

derived in such stake board classes by the

practical application of the training lesson

to some specific gospel lesson previously

assigned. This program cannot be car-

ried out with but one stake board meeting

a month.

It is recommended that, for the October

union meeting, board members prepare on,

and aoply in their department work, train-

ing lesson number three; for November
lesson five; for December, lesson six; and

for January, lesson seven. Urge all teach-

ers also to read introductory lessons one

and two.

If these instructions reach some stakes

too late for application in October use

the lessons suggested one month later.

In case the time available for the union

meeting will permit, good results may be

obtained by allowing fifteen minutes in

the general assembly, before separation to

departments, for the stake training direc-

tor, or some able teacher whom he may
select, to give a forceful talk on the

trainin- theme for the month.

Stake Board Help to Individual Local

Teachers. Some stake board members do

their most effective work by meeting with

individual teachable teachers and giving

them personal help in planning their

lessons. This kind of help must be tact-

fully proffered but it has often given ex-

cellent results.

In such private conferences teachers

may be shown very concretely how to ap-

ply training suggestions and Juvenile In-

structor helps.

Local Superintendenicies. Some local

superintendencies, particularly those mem-
bers assigned the special responsibility of

class work, do some most effective service

in developing weak teachers by giving
them the kind of individual help suggested
above for board members. Superintenden-
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cies should constantly feel a responsibility

to improve the standard of class instruc-
tion.

Encourage your teachers to make use
of the training material appearing in the
Juvenile Instructor, then follow up your
sug-gestion by careful observation and in-
quiry, and where needed, by personal
help.

LESSONS FOR NOVEMBER
By Elder Adam S. Bemnion

First Sunday, November 4, 1928

Lesson V. The Lesson Objective

The late Jacob Riis, noted author and
lecturer, used to tell a very inspirational
story on the force of having something
to focus attention upon. According to
his story, certain men who lived just out-
side Chicago, in its early history, had
great difficulty walking to and from work
during stormy weather, because of the
almost impassable muddy conditions of
the sidewalks. After trudging through
mud and slush for a long time, they
conceived the idea of laying a plank walk
through the worst sections. And so they
laid two six-inch planks side by side. The
scheme helped wonderfully, except on
short winter days when the men had to
go to work in the darknes„s of early
morning and return in the darkness of
evening. It often was so dark that they
would step off the planks, and once off

they were about as muddy as if there
had been no walk at all. Finally some-
one suggested the idea that if a lantern
were hung up at each end of the walk
it would then be easy to fix the eye
upon the lantern and keep on the walk.
The suggestion was acted upon, and
thereafter the light of the lantern did
hold them to the plank. Jacob Riis ar-
gued that the lantern of an ideal held aloft
would similarly hold young men in life's

path of righteousness.

A similar story is told of a farmer who
experienced great difficulty in keeping
a particular hen inside the run which he
had built outside the hen house. He had
put up a wire fence high enough, as he
thought, to keep in the most ambitious
chicken. In fact, he argued that no hen
could fly over it. One hen persisted
in getting out regularly, though the farm-
er could never discover how she did it.

Finally he decided to lay for her (she
laid for him regularly). To his great
surprise, he watched her walk around the
run carefully surveying it as she pro-
ceeded. At length she caught sight of
a beam running along the top of the wire

just above the gate. With her eye fixed
upon it she made one mighty effort and
was over.
The moral of the two stories is self-

evident. Both hens and men can "go
over" if they have something to aim at.

It is so in life generally, and what is

true of life generally is particularly true
in the matter of teaching. The aim is one
of the most significant features in the
teaching process.

The teacher who knows where he is

going can always get followers.

Important as is the objective in all

educational endeavor, it is doubly so in

religious training. We teach religiously

not merely to build up facts or make
for mental power; we teach to mold
character. We should see through facts,

therefore, to the fundamental truth lying
behind and beyond them. Such a truth
constitutes an objective in religious in-

struction.

One of the most regrettable facts con-
nected with some of our teaching is that

teachers leave the preparation of their

lessons until the few minutes just pre-

ceding their recitation hour. They then
hurry through a mass of facts, rush into

class and mull over these dry husks, un-
able in the rush even to see the kernel of

truth lying within. Little wonder pupils

tire of such rations. It is the teacher's
obligation to "see through" and discover
the gems that really make lessons worth
while.

Fifty minutes once a week is so
meagre an allotment of time for the
teaching of the greatest principles of
life! Surely every one of those minutes
should be sacredly guarded for the, con-
sideration of vital truths. The aim, coup-
led with careful organization, is one of
the best safeguards possible.

The objective is the great focus for
a lesson's thought. It is the center about
which all else revolves. It specifies what
shall be included and what excluded out
of the great mass of available material.
A

_
single chapter of scripture may con-

tain truths enough for a dozen lessons,
only one of which can be treated in any
one recitation. The objective singles out
what can be appropriately grouped under
one unified discussion.

If we turn, for instance, to the ninth
chapter of Matthew, we find at least
eight different major incidents, each one
deserving a lesson in itself. There is

the case of:

The palsy.
The charge of blasphemy.
The glorifying of God by the multi-

tude.

The calling of Matthew.
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The statement that only the sick need
the physician.
The case of new cloth and the old

garment.
The raising of the daughter of Jairus.
The healing of the two blind men, etc.
It is perfectly clear that all of these

incidents_ could not be adequately con-
sidered in any one lesson. Assuming
that the teacher is free to handle this
ninth chapter as he pleases, we are
forced to the conclusion that knowing
his class, as he does, he must choose
that incident or that combination of in-
cidents which will mean most in the lives
of his pupils. In other words, he centers
his attention upon one major central
truth—his objective. By so doing he
guards against wandering and inadequacy
of treatment and makes for the unified
presentation of one forceful thought.

It ought to be pointed out here that
every teacher must be the judge as to
what constitutes for him the best object-
ive. It is quite clear that any one teacher
could find in this ninth chapter of Mat-
thew at least four or five worthy objec-
tives. Three different teachers could pos-
sibly find as many more, each equally
worthy of development. All other things
being equal, that objective is best which
most completely and forcefully covers the
chapter or passage in question. To illus-

trate: Suppose we are asked to teach a
lesson on the Prodigal Son. One objective
that could be chosen clearly is that of
jealousy on the part of the prodigal's
brother. A second one might be repen-
tance, as typified in the action of the prod-
igal. Still a third might be the compassion
and forgiveness of the father, as typical of
those same qualities in our heavenly
Father. Which, to you, is the most
forceful and significant? That one to you
is your best objective.

The wording of the objective is a mat-
ter that gives rise to a good bit of disa-
greement. ' There are those who main-
tain_ that if the objective announces the
subject as a sort of heading that is suf-
ficient. Others contend that the objective
should crystallize into axiomatic form
the thought of the lesson. Of course,
the real force of the objective lies in its

serving as the focus of thought. The
wording of it is of secondary importance.
And yet it is very excellent practice to
reduce to formal statement the truth to
be presented. It is helpful to adopt the
ruling that the objective should express
both a cause and a result. Perhaps an
illustration would indicate the difference
between the objective as a mere heading
and stated fully and formally. Take the
case of the daughter of Jairus alreadv
referred to:

Mere Headings:

Daughter of Jairus restored, or the
power of faith.

Formal Objective:

Implicit faith in God wins His choic-

est blessings.

Surely the latter is a more significant

expression and offers better training to

the teacher than the setting down of

mere headings.
The ability thus to crystallize out of

a great variety of facts a single focusing
statement, coupled with the ability then
to build about that statement a clearly

organized amplification, is the sign of a
real teacher.

Let us turn to a subject that calls for
but little reading, but which allows of a
free range of thinking and attempt to
determine what possible lesson objec-
tives could be advantageously developed
in the preparation of it for teaching. The
subject "Fasting" is one encountered reg-
ularly each month. It lends itself ad-
mirably to our present purposes.

As already pointed out, the drawing up
of an objective necessitates determining,
"What Is My Purpose in presenting this

Lesson"—"About what Focus shall we
center our thinking today."

As pointed out further, there is always
the possibility of several objectives in
any good subject. Special needs, special
interests, special preparation—one or all

of these factors must determine the par-
ticular choice.

In the subject Fasting, what central
focusing thoughts are possible? It is

clear that my objective may be narrowed
to include but one aspect of Fasting or it

may be so broad as to cover all possible
aspects of the subject.

To illustrate: If my interest is the
narrow one, I may choose to consider
the Physiological Benefits which follow
Fasting. This monthly practice is then
looked upon as a health measure. My
objective might well be such a one as
"To

_
teach that a proper observance of

Fasting will promote better health." My
problem would then be:

1. To consider the physical condition
of the members of my class.

2. To gather data from health clinics,

doctors' offices, and other sources to
prove that my thesis is sound.

3. To stimulate class members to con-
duct an experiment in the matter of their
own health.

Such a discussion, it Is clear, could be
made to occupy not only one class peri-
od, but could be carried on over a long
period of time, assuming that data could
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be made available. It is clear, too, that
such a discussion could be of very great
practical value. Our objective, therefore,
crystallizes a unit of thought—-rules out
all other aspects of our subject, and fo-
cuses thinking upon a worthy phase of a
worth while 'discussion.

But other equally valuable discussions
may well be built up about equally sig-
nificant objectives. Consider these pos-
sibilities:

To teach that Benefits will follow our
fasting because:

1. Jesus taught us to Fast.
(a) Consider His forty days in the

wilderness.
(b) His instruction to his apostles.

2. Our Latter-day leaders have prom-
ised us blessings under this command-
ment.

3. By fasting we develop a mastery
over our appetites.

4. Fasting makes for an elevation of
the Spiritual over the Physical.

5. Our system of fasting makes it

possible to see that no one in the Church
wants for food.

6. Fasting enables us to appreciate
more fully the feelings of those who may
be denied the blessings we enjoy.

It is obvious that any of these six

objectives offers ample opportunity for

the building of a lesson or of a series

of lessons. It is easy to see, also, that

one lesson could be made to present all

of these ideas under one big, compre-
hensive objective. We determine object-
ives by our needs and interests; our
objectives then govern our inclusion and
exclusion of material for lesson consider-
ation. The suggestions which follow of-

fer further training in drawing up help-
ful objectives.

Questions and Suggestions

1. What is an objective?

2. Why is it particularly essential to

good religious teaching?

3. What are the objections to "elev-

enth-hour" preparation?

4. To what extent is a teacher handi-
capped in deciding upon an objective for

another teacher to follow?

5. Turn to the following references and
determine what possible objectives might
be developed under each. Is any ob-
jective adequate for the whole reference?
In each case which do you consider your
best objective? Why? How much of the

reference would you include in a single

lesson?

John, Chapter I; Isaiah, Chapter II;

III Nephi, Chapter X; Doctrine and Cov-
enants, Section 87,

Second Sunday, November 11, 1928

Lesson VI. How to Organize a Lesson

Preparing a lesson is no easy matter,
particularly for those teachers who are
new to the calling. There are those,
of course, for whom reading an assigned
chapter through, constitutes a prepara-
tion, but to the successful teacher, this

preliminary reading is only the initial

step in the process. Adequate prepara-
tion involves the following questions:
What aim shall I select out of the

material available as the focus for my
day's work?
How shall I build about that aim a

body of facts that will establish it as
a fundamental truth in life?

How shall I illustrate the truths pre-
sented so that) they will strike home in

the experiences of my boys and girls?

How shall I make sure that members
of the class will go out from the recitation

to put into practice the teachings of the
day?
What questions ought I to ask to em-

phasize the outstanding points of my les-

son?
As already pointed out, it is difficult

to single out any one factor and treat

it as if it were independent of the others

—teaching is a complex art with all of

these factors inseparably contributing to

the results desired—but, for purposes of

clearness, may we not proceed to give
attention to each in its turn that in the
end the teaching process may the more
definitely stand out in all its aspects?

For convenience, then, let us in this

chapter consider the problem of organi-
zation. How to outline a lesson is one
of the most fundamental considerations
involved in the teaching process. In fact,

it is doubtful whether there is any more
helpful attainment than the ability clearly

to outline subject matter. It not only
enables the teacher to proceed system-
atically, thereby insuring clearness and
adequate treatment of a lesson, but it

makes it so easy and profitable for a

class to follow the discussion. Outlining
to teaching is what organization is to

business. Just as the aim points out the

goal we seek, so the outline indicates the

route we shall follow to attain the goal.

Outlining is simply surveying the road
before the concrete is laid.

Occasionally a teacher objects to out-
lining on the ground that it is too me-
chanical—that it destroys spontaneity and
the flow of the Spirit of the Lord. It

has always seemed to the writer that the

Spirit of the Lord is quite as pleased to

follow a straight path as it is to follow

a crooked one. Outlining is not in any
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sense a substitute for inspiration—it is

merely a guarantee, by way of prepara-
tion, that the teacher has done his part
and can in good conscience ask for that
spiritual aid and guidance which he then
is entitled to. The fact that order is

a law of heaven rather indicates that
there is no divine injunction against out-
lining.

Of course, outlining is not an end in

itself—it is a means merely to more sys-
tematic procedure. Two difficulties fre-

quently attach to outlining: one is that
the outline is made so complex that it

hinders rather than helps in the matter
of clearness; the other is that a teacher
may become "outline bound," in which
case his jteaching becomes mechanical
and labored. Such a teacher illustrates

clearly the force of the passage, "The
letter killeth, but the spirit giveth life."

But if the outline is made simple

—

if it is considered as merely a skeleton
upon which is to be built the lesson—it is

one of the greatest assets a teacher can
have. Perhaps we can make the matter
clearest by going through the process
of outlining a lesson, indicating the es-
sential steps involved.

Suppose we are asked to prepare a
lesson on prayer. Keep in mind that in

such a preparation we face the problems
listed at the beginning of this chapter:
the aim, the illustration, the application,
etc., but keep in mind also that each of
these subjects will be taken up in its

turn and that for the present we are
concerned primarily with the query,
"How can I organize a lesson on pray-
er?" Let us assume, too, that we are
preparing this lesson for young men and
women about twenty years of age.

First of all, I must decide why I am
to teach the subject of prayer. In view
of the fact that the matter of the objec-
tive has been considered fully in the pre-
ceding chapter, suppose we agree that
our purpose in this lesson shall be to
establish prayer as a habit of life.

Step number one, then, is the selection
of an objective—a focus for the thought
of the lesson.

Step number two is the selection of
random thoughts. Thoughts—ideas—are
the stuff out of which good lessons are
made. And yet we are generally so
meagre in our thinking, most of us do
not go beyond commonplace generaliza-
tions—vague generalities that hold but
little interest and generate but negligible
enthusiasm.
Teaching presumes concern—a pains-

taking effort to be richly prepared. Such
preparation involves adequate collection
of data. Four outstanding sources are

available to all teachers and should be
regularly capitalized.

1. Thinking.

It is surprising what ideas come crowd-
ing in when once we really set about to

think a problem through. The law of

the association of ideas will always func-

tion if we but give it a chance. One
thought suggests another until a whole
train crowds into consciousness. Of
course, it calls for "steam" to start the

train.

Great men of all time have been able

to generate new thoughts. Outstanding
teachers must cultivate the same ability.

Try thinking through the question, "Why
should I not go to movies on Sunday?"
No one needs to give you reasons—you
will work them out yourself. And so

with any question that touches your ex-

perience. Your best ideas for your teach-

ing will be your own—they represent
you—and make your teaching distinctive.

See what new personal ideas you can
contribute under the assignment of the

present lesson.

2. Reading

A second great source of ideas is good
books. There is practically no subject

upon which excellent material is not
available. Usually when a man develops
ideas of real worth, some one prevails

upon him to have them published. The
fact that he gets into print is pretty

generally evidence that he is worth read-

ing. Through good books the teacher
enriches his own ideas. And the enrich-

ment of thought, ideals and habits con-

stitutes the very essence of teaching.

Every teacher ought to read regularly

and liberally. Thirty minutes a day will

soon build up a generous background.
What reading do you do to re-inforce

your teaching?

3. Observation.

A third aid to teaching is the ability

to see what goes on about us. Life is

prodigal in its lessons if we but "Stop,

Look and Listen." Try checking any
twenty minutes of your day to determine
how many interesting items you can note.

Too many of us "having eyes, see not."

Notice how Jesus drew upon his ex-

perience and his environment for forceful

illustrations. From beginning to end his

teachings are full of rich concrete
>

sug-

gestions—but suggestions which lie all

about us every day. The vineyard, the

hillside, the trees—all these were his stock

in trade. Shakespeare appreciated the

richness of nature when he bade us find

"sermons in stones." What have you
noticed today of real interest?

4. Conversation.
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The humblest man living has ideas
which have never occurred to you. Every-
body else is a little different from you.
Conversation may always enrich one's
point of view. And your great advantage
is that you may select persons known
through experience or training to have
ideas. The wise teacher, always, like Soc-
rates of old, goes about gleaning truths
from others. Have you cultivated the art

of tapping the rich resources of the
minds of your associates and fellows?
See what you can learn from your friends
about the lesson considered in today's
discussion.

As I begin to ponder the subject of
prayer and its influence on life, all sorts
or ideas crowd into my mind. Perhaps
I read someone's discussion of prayer

—

perhaps I talk to a friend relative to

it—perhaps I just run the subject over
in my mind. The thoughts that come
to me may be vague and wholly discon-
nected. My immediate concern is content
—order will come later. And so I jot

down, either in my mind or on paper,
such ideas as these:
"Prayer is the soul's sincere desire."
The Song "Sweet hour of prayer."
What is the use ot prayer?
Are prayers answered?
How often should I pray?
Does the Lord hear and answer our

prayers, or do we answer them ourselves.?
What kinds of prayer are there?
How may I know how to pray?
Should prayers always be answered af-

firmatively?
What are the characteristics of a good

prayer?
What prayers have impressed me most?
And so I go on. My task in step two

is to scout about intellectually in search
of available, suitable material. Many of
my jottings may duplicate others already
set down; others may not be appropriate,
for my need; still others may be wholly
irrelevant. But I am seeking a wealth
of material that I may make my recita-

tion as rich as possible.
Now, step three becomes a process of

correlation and elimination—a process of
hitting upon my main headings—setting

up the milestones to. mark my course of
development. And so I sift the material
in my mind and sort it out under ap-
propriate captions. After a good bit of

intellectual rummaging about, I find that
my random thoughts on prayer fall rather
naturally into four main divisions, each
capable of expression in a question:

I. What is prayer?
II. Why should I pray?

III. How should I Pray?
IV. When should I pray?
But now that I have these major head-

ings, I still face the problems of enrich-
ing them and elaborating them so that
they will have body enough to stand. In
other words, I build up my sub-headings.
Under the first question, for instance, I

group these thoughts:
I. What is Prayer?

1. It is communion with God.
2. It is the key to God's storehouse.
3. It is the key to God's heart.

4. It is "the soul's sincere desire."

5. It is the great anchor of faith.

Under question two, I group:
II. Why should I Pray?
1. Because I am commanded of the

Lord to pray.
2. Because through prayer I keep in

tune with the Spirit of the Lord.
3. Because it is through prayer that I

acknowledge the goodness of God.
4. Because through prayer I petition

for needed blessings.

5. Because through prayer I establish
and preserve an attitude of humility.

Under question three:
III. How Should I Pray?

1. Simply.
2. Sincerely.

3. In spirit.

4. After the pattern of His prayer.
5. In secret as well as in public.

Under question four:
IV. When should I Pray?

1. Regularly.
2. Morning and evening.
3. To meet special needs.
4. My attitude should always be one of

prayerfulness.
This matter of organization may be

diagrammatically illustrated as follows:

Random Thoughts

The hymn
The song — —
What is the use of praj'er?

Are prayers answered?
How often should I pray?
What are the characteristics

of a good prayer, etc.?

prayer as a

life habit

Organized Thoughts

I. What is prayer?

II. Why should I Pray?

III. How should I pray?

IV. When should I pray?
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In short, organization involves the

search for thought and the bringing of

order out of chaos. Having selected

the aim, the main headings, and the sub-

headings, we now face step four—the
enriching of these sub-headings in illus-

tration, incident, etc., so that we may
link up these thoughts with the ex-

perience of our pupils. We may think of

so much stimulating material that during

the ordinary class hour we can cover well

only one of these questions Our purpose

and the needs of the class must determine

the (extent of our detail. The actual ma-
terial that could be used to enrich this

lesson on prayer .will be given in the

chapter on illustration.

Step five involves the problem of ap-

plication, or "carry-over into life"—a sub-

ject to which another chapter will be

devoted. Of course, we ought to say

here, in passing, that application is ^tiot

something added to ur "tacked on" a

lesson. It may be emphasized at the

close of a lesson, but in reality it per-

vades and is inherent in the whole lessom

Questions and Suggestions—Lesson VI.

1. What is meant by calling teaching

a composite process?
2. Point out the essential advantages

in outlining lessons.

3. Show how outlining is not in con-

flict with inspiration.

4. Name the essential steps in lesson

organization.

5. Choose a subject from one of the

leaflets now in use in the Sunday School

and build up a typical lesson.

Third Sunday, November 18, 1928

Lesson VII. Illustrations and
Supplementary Material

Having discussed the organization
>

of

a lesson, together with the formulation

of the objective, let us now turn to the!

problem of illustrating and supplement-

ing a lesson. In organizing a subject for

teaching we drive the nails of major
thoughts—through illustration we clinch

those nails so that they will be less

likely to pull out of the memory.
In a word we add the compelling

points of interest to our consideration.

We really do the things we are interested

in doing. We remember the facts and
experiences which have been coupled with

interest.

As a key to interest, a teacher needs

to know what the "factors of interest-

ingness" are. According to the findings

of the Public Speaking Department of

the University of Chicago, they are sum-
med up in these seven terms:

The Vital The Similar

The Unusual The Antagonistic

The Uncertain The Animate
The Concrete

This list becomes more and more help-

ful as it is pondered. It is surprising to

find how experience can be explained

on the score of interest by reference to

these terms. Those things are vital which
pertain to life—which affect existence.

Dangers are always interesting. Catas-

trophies are fascinating. Just today all

America is scanning the newspapers
throughout the country to find an ex-

planation of the Florida disaster. We
shall not soon forget the feverish interest

that gripped the people of the world

during our recent world war.

When life is at stake, interest runs

high. So it does when property, liberty,

and other sacred rights, so vital to life,

are affected. Anything vital enough to

justify the publication of an "extra" may
be depended upon to grip the interest

of men and women.
It is equally clear that a fascination

attaches to things that are unusual. New.
styles attract because of this fact. Let

a man oddly dressed walk along a thor-

oughfare—the passersby are interested

immediately. A "loud" hat or necktie, or

other item of apparel, attracts attention

because it is out of the ordinary. Much
of the interest and delight in traveling

lies in this element of the new and un-

usual which the traveler encounters. The
experiences of childhood which stand out

most prominently are usually those which

at the time riveted themselves to the

mind through the interest ot their ex-

traordinariness.
Every reader knows the fascination of

uncertainty. "How will the book turn

out?" prompts many a person to turn

through hundreds of pages of a novel,

An accident is interesting not only be-

cause of its vital significance, but because

there is always a question as to how
seriously those involved may be hurt.

One of the clearest illustrations of the

force of the uncertain is found attending

baseball games. Let the score stand 10

to 2 in the eighth inning and grand-

stands and bleachers begin to empty. Few
spectators care to remain. The game is

too clearly settled. As the boys^ say, it

is "sewed up" and there is nothing un-

certain to grip interest. But let the

score stand 3 to 2 or 2 to 2 in the eighth

and even the man scheduled home for

dinner stays to the end. He wants to

know how the game is "coming out."

It is easier also to be interested in

concrete than abstract things. General

truths are not gripping—concrete illus-

trations of those truths are. If I declare
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that it is important to have faith, I create,

but little interest in an audience. But
if I tell that same audience how some
individual has been miraculously healed
through faith, I have their interest com-
pletely. Concrete ilustrations fit into and
link up with our own experiences so
easily and forcefully that they are par-
ticularly interesting.

So, too, with things that are similar.

The mind naturally links like with like.

We are fond of making comparisons.
The interest in the similar is due to that
fundamentajl law of learning thiat we
proceed from what is known to thai
which is unknown and we proceed along
points of similarity.

And how natural it seems to be in-

terested in things antagonistic! Our love
of contests of all sorts is evidence of
the fact. Who can resist the interest
that attaches to a quarrel—a fight—

a

clash of any kind. The best of classes
will leave the best of teachers, mentally,
at least, to witness a dog fight. Our
champion prize-fighters make fortunes
out of man's interest in the antagonistic.

And then, finally, we are interested in

the animate. We like action. Things
in motion have a peculiar fascination.

Who does not watch with interest a
moving locomotive! Advertising experts
appreciate the appeal of the animate, as is

evidenced by the great variety of moving
objects that challenge our interest as we
pass up and down the streets of a city

and we respond to the challenge. In
fact, it is natural to respond to the appeal
of all of these seven terms—hence their

significance in teaching. They should be
borne in mind always in the selection

of illustrative material.

The three chief classes of illustrative
and supplementary material are: maps,
pictures and incidents—actual, imaginary.

It is clear that in the lesson outlined
on prayer, in chapter six, we should have
little occasion for the use of a map. We
can, however, in connection with that
lesson, point out the force of pictures
and incidents.

Maps naturally are of greatest service
in lessons with historical and geographi-
cal backgrounds. The journeyings of
Israel mean so much more to us when
we can follow them from place to place
on a good map. So the Book of Mormon
account clears up if we are similarly
guided. Had we authentic maps of the
lands named in the Book of Mormon,
how much clearer and more interesting
the history would become! We would
know the exact spot on our present-day
maps where. Lehi and his family landed
from their heaven-directed barges; where
may now be found the ancient site of the

City of Zarahemla; where flows the River
Sidon; what country is indicated by the
"land northward;" the journeys of the
Nephites as they were being driven;
what states saw their continued
struggles against their inveterate en-
emies, the Lamanites, and how
they reached their final battle-giround
near the hill Cumorah? The visit with
Jesus in Palestine adds a charm to the
New Testament that is really hard to
evaluate, and surely the travels of our
own pioneers call for the aid of a good
map. Thoroughly to appreciate all that
they did requires that we travel over
the wonderful trail they followed—that
being impossible, the next nearest ap-
proach is to see actually drawn out the
magnitude of their achievement. The ap--

peal to the eye couples so forcefully with
the appeal to the ear that no classroom
ought to be without its maps. Perhaps
it is not beyond possibilities to conceive
that at a not distant date we shall have
made available films for class use to
intensify the great lessons we draw from
history.

Pictures make a wonderful appeal, par-
ticularly so to children. It is impossible
to measure the inspirational appeal that a
single masterpiece exerts on a class of
boys and girls. A theological class in

one of the Sunday schools of Salt Lake

SAMUEL
An Expression of Reverence

(Reynolds)
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county was once blessed with a most
magnetic and powerful teacher. Upon
his death, the class had his picture
framed and hung on the front wall oi
the room in which he had taught. From
that day to this the silent inspiration ofi

that picture has stimulated scores of
young men and women to the high ideals
for which he stood.

Art is so beautifully rich—it preaches
while it delights. In the lesson, prayer,
what could drive home the force of what
we teach better than the picture on the
preceding page?

What preaching to boys on the prin-
ciples of the Gospel could drive home
a lesson more potently than this signifi-
cant cut?

CHRIST AND THE DOCTORS
(Hoffmann)

Space will not permit of a full discus-
sion here of the values of pictures in
teaching, nor of the best methods of pic-
ture study. Teachers are referred to a
new book, Pictures in Religious Educa-
tion, By Frederica Beard, published bv
George H. Doran Company, New York,
for helpful and stimulating discussion of
the possibilities of art in religious teach-
ing. This book also gives a list of the
publishers through whom pictures may
be had for class purposes. The follow-
ing names are included here for the
convenience of those desiring to put in
early orders:

Curtis & Cameron, Boston, Mass.
Underwood & Underwood, New York,

N. Y.
Perry Picture Co., Maiden, Mass.
Brown & Company, Beverly, Mass.
W. A. Wilde Co., Boston, Mass.
Thomas Nelson & Sons, 381 Fourth

Ave., New York.

Not only may teachers profit by get-
ting in touch with these publishers, but

they may find a constant supply of en-
riching materials in standard current
magazines.

Successful teachers are always on the
lookout for attractive pictures to sup-
plement their work. Consider the wealth
of material that appears in the National
Geographic. The Ladies' Home Journal
has been a boon to teachers—so may a
score of other worthy publications.

Nor need the teacher do all of the col-
lecting. Very many pupils have access
to good magazines. Enlist their enthusi-
asm by having them bring in such pic-
tures as heighten interest in their lessons.
A class scrap book can be made one of
the most interesting features of Sunday
School classroom work.
More generally applicable and more

easily available, of course, is the Incident.
The ability to' tell a story is one of the
finest attainments of the teacher—partic-
ularly if he will take the pains to find
vigorously wholesome and appropriate
ones. May we repeat the warning thai
stories ought not to be told merely to
fill out the hour, nor to tickle the ears
of the class, but to intensify and heighten
the truths contained in our lessons.

Included under the heading, Incident,
may be listed short poems and all kinds
of literary bits that fit in appropriately
as spice to a lesson. On the subject
Prayer, the following are some possibili-

ties:

Under question I, "What is prayer?"
the hymn, "Prayer is the Soul's Sincere
Desire."

Prayer is the soul's sincere desire
Uttered pr unexpressed;

The motion of a hidden fire

That trembles in the breast.

Prayer is the burden of a sigh,
The falling of a tear,

The upward glancing of an eye.
When none but God is near.

Prayer is the simplest form of speech
That infant lips can try;

Prayer, the sublimest strains that reach
The majesty on high.

Prayer is the Christian's vital breath.
The Christian's native air;

His watchword at the gates of death;
He enters heav'n with prayer.

Prayer is the contrite sinner's voice
Returning from his ways,

While angels in their songs rejoice,
And cry, "Behold, he prays!"
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The Saints in prayer appear as one
In word and deed and mind,

While with the Father and the Son
Their fellowship they find.

Nor prayer is made on earth alone,

—

The Holy Spirit pleads,

And Jesus, on the Father's throne,

For sinners intercedes.

O thou by whom we come to God
The Life, the Truth, the Way!

The path of prayer Thyself hast trod,

Lord, teach us how to pray!

The two songs: "Sweet hour of

prayer," "Did You Think to Pray?"

"For my soul delighteth in the song

of the heart, yea, the song of the right-

eous is a prayer unto me, and it shall

be answered with a blessing upon their

heads."

The following selections:

"Prayer—sweet breath from out a joy-

ous heart wafting gratitude to Heaven.

"Prayer—a sacred confidence between

a fearful soul and God.

Prayer—a holy balm which soothes and
heals the scars in a wounded breast.

"Prayer—an angel's kiss on the longing

lips of loneliness.

"Prayer—a rod that bars the way be-

tween the human soul and sin.

"Prayer—a choking sob of anguish

from pain-drawn lips in plea for help."

Under question II. "Why should I

pray?"

"And that thou mayest more fully keep
thyself unspotted from the world, thou
shalt go to the house of prayer and offer

up thy sacraments upon my holy day."

(Doc. and Cov., Sec. 59:9.)

"Pray always that you enter not into

temptation, that you may abide the day
of His coming, whether in life or in

death. Even so, Amen." (Doc. and
Cov., Sec. 61:39.)

"Remember that that which cometh
from above is sacred, and must be spoken
with care, and by constraint of the Spirit,

and in this there is no condemnation, and
ye receive the Spirit through prayer;

wherefore, without this there remaineth
condemnation." (Doc. and Cov., Sec. 63,

64.)

"The keys of the kingdom of God are

committed unto man on the earth, and
from thence shall the gospel roll forth

unto the ends of the earth, as the stone

which is cut out of the mountain without

hands shall roll forth, until it has filled

the whole earth;

"Yea, a voice crying—Prepare ye. the

way of the Lord, prepare ye the supper

of the Lamb, make ready for the Bride-
groom;
"Pray unto the Lord, call upon His

holy name, make known His wonderful
works among the people;

"Call upon the Lord, that his kingdom
may go forth upon the earth, that the

inhabitants thereof may receive it, and
be prepared for the days to come, in

the which the Son of man, shall come
down in heaven, clothed in the brightness

of His glory, to meet the kingdom of

God which is set upon the earth;

"Wherefore may the Kingdom of God
go forth, that the kingdom of heaven
may come, that thou, O God, mayest be
glorified in heaven so on earthy that thy
enemies may be subdued; for thine is the*

honor, power and glory, for ever and
ever. Amen." (Doc. and Cov., Sec. 65:2-

6.)

"Watch and pray, that ye enter not

into temptation; the Spirit indeed is will-

ing, but the flesh is weak." (Matt.

26:42.)

The following incidents were once re-

lated by a member of the Author's Course

and are typical of scores of others avail-

able for this lesson:

Brother Hunter's Account of the Mani-

festation of the Successor to the

Prophet Joseph

There was a great deal of discussion

among the brethren and sisters as to who
should lead the Church; some thought

it should be the Prophet's son; some,

one of his counselors, and some the Pres-

ident of the Quorum of the Twelve.^ I

was at a loss to come to any conclusion.

It worried me considerably and I prayed

earnestly that God would make known
to me who it should be, but without

avail.

"I went to the meeting that had been
called and listened thoughtfully to what
was said and done. The longer I listened

the more mystified I became. I bowed
my head in my hands and prayed for

God to give me understanding. While
I was in this attitude, Brother Brigham
arose to speak, I suppose. I heard a

voice—the Prophet's voice as natural and
true as I ever heard it. I raised up
quickly, fully expecting to see the proph-

et, and I did. There he stood and grad-

ually changed to that of Brother Bris-

hairi, but the voice was not Brother Brig-

ham's. It was still the Prophet's. Then
beside Brother Brigham I saw the Proph-

et, who turned toward the speaker and
smiled. My heart beat rapidly with joy

and I knew beyond the shadow of a
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doubt that Brother Brigham was called
of God to lead the Church."

Brother Huntsman's Baby Healed

"A fine, plump baby girl had come to
the Huntsman home. As weeks and
months passed and the child failed to
usre its lower limbs, a doctor was called
and pronounced the trouble infantile par-
alysis. He said that it would never walk,
for experience had showed that whenever
this affliction affected the lower part of
the body, medical profession could not
cure it.

"The Huntsman people were faithful

Latter-day Saints and did not give up
hope, but called the Elders. After a
time conference was held at Shelley and
Elder David O. McKay and one other,

of the general Church authorities were
in attendance—I don't remember who.
After the afternoon session the child was
administered to. While sealing the anoint-
ing, Brother McKay promised the child

the use of its limbs and every organ of
the body.

"That night it began to move them, and
the next morning stood alone by the
aid of chairs. In a few days it walked,
although being fairly fleshy. Soon after

I moved away from Shelley, but a year
or so afterwards I had occasion to go
to Idaho Falls and there I met Brother
and Sister Huntsman. The child was
with them and ran and played as other
children."

A Psychology Student Receives Aid

"A friend of mine who was a student
in an eastern university told the follow-
ing incident of how the Lord came to
his aid.

"The psychology class while studying
the relationship of the brain to life and
intelligence, entered into a discussion as
to the nature of intelligence, and in

some way the teachings of the Prophet
Joseph Smith were brought into the dis-

cussion and jeered at, by all members
except my friend, who was a "Mormon."
His defense brought forth ridicule and
intensified the discussion.

"As the class period had expired with-
out completing the argument, a week
from that day was the time set to com-
plete it. Of course, my friend felt that

he should do all possible to defend the

attitude of the Church, so he studied,

fasted and prayed, to secure the aid of

inspiration, for he well knew that nothing

but scientific proof would be accepted.

"The day came and he realized that h<'

was illy prepared, but still hoped for

divine assistance. During the giving of

evidence to dispose of the existence of

intelligence separate from the workings
of the brain, and ridiculing the existence
of a spirit, he prayed silently and earn-
estly.

"His turn came and he arose to speak.
After the opening sentences he glanced
down on the paper for his evidence and
.found a strange handwriting there. He
says a peculiar power took possession
of him. He spoke rapidly and fluently,

he declared, without comprehending or

at least remembering what he said. As
he finished, his own handwriting was on
the paper and he knew not what had
been spoken, but there was no evidence
offered to offset it.

"The professor asked him to give the

names of the books from which he ob-
tained his points, and on being told that

God gave them to him, he replied, 'It's

strange, but I can't believe such non-
sense.'

"

Under question III. "How should I

pray?"
The Lord's Prayer as a pattern.

The prayer in Gethsemane.
The Bee-Keeper's prayer—1920, June

number of Young Woman's Journal.

"And again, I command thee that thou
shalt pray vocally as well as in thy heart;

yea, before the world as Well as in

secret, in public as well as in private."

(Doc. and Cov., Sec. 19:28.)

"Therefore I say unto you. What
things soever ye desire, when ye pray,
believe that ye receive them, and ye
shall have them." (Mark 11:24.)

"At that day ye shall ask in my name;
and I say unto you, that I will pray the
Father for you." (John 16:26.)

Under question IV. "When should I

pray?"
"He shall pray unto God, and he will

be favourable unto him: and he shall

see his face with joy: for he will render
unto man his righteousness." (Job 33:26.)

"And now concerning the residue, let

them journey and declare the word
among the congregations of the wicked,
inasmuch as it is given." (Doc. and Cov.,

Sec. 61:33.)

"Draw near unto me and I will draw
near unto you: seek me diligently and
ye shall find me; ask and ye shall re-

ceive; knock and it shall be opened unto
you;
"Whatsoever ye ask the Father in my

name it shall be given unto you, that

is expedient for you." (Doc. and Cov.,
Sec. 88:63-64.)

"Pray always that you enter not into

temptation, that you may abide the day
of his coming, whether in life or in

death." (Doc. and Cov., Sec. 61:39.)

"Therefore let the Church take heed
and pray always, lest they fall into temp-
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tation." (Doc. and Cov., Sec. 20:33.)

"Behold, I manifest unto you, Joseph
Knight, by these words, that you must
take up your cross, in the which you must
pray vocally before the world as well as

in secret, and in your family, and among
your friends, and in all places." (Doc.
and Cov., Sec. 23:6.)

"Yea, cry unto him for mercy; for

he is mighty to save.

"Yea, humble yourselves, and continue

in prayer unto him;
"Cry unto him when ye are in your

fields; yea, over all your flocks;

"Cry unto him in your houses; yea.

over all your household, both morning,
mid-day and evening;

"Yea, cry unto him against the power
of your enemies;

"Yea, cry unto him against the devil,

who is an enemy to all righteousness.
"Cry unto him over the crops of your

fields, that ye may prosper in them;
"Cry over the flocks in your fields,

that they may increase.

"But this is not all; ye must pour out
your souls in your closets, and your
secret places, and in your wilderness;

"Yea, and when you do not cry unto
the Lord, let your hearts be full, drawn
out in prayer unto him continually for

your welfare, and also for the welfare of

those who are around you.

"And now behold, my beloved breth-

ren, I say unto you, do not suppose that

this is all; for after ye have done all

these things, if ye turn away the needy,

and the naked, and visit not the sick

and afflicted, and impart of your sub-

stance, if ye have, to those who stand in

need; I say unto you, if ye do not any
of these things, behold, your prayer is

vain, and availeth you nothing, and ye

are as hypocrites who do deny the faith;

"Therefore, if ye do not remember to

be charitable, ye are as dross, which the
refiners do cast out, (it being of no
worth), and is trodden underfoot of men."
(Alma 34:18-29.)

Questions and Suggestions

1. Why need we illustrate general
truths?

2. Discuss the value of having pupils
draw their own maps.

3. Illustrate the value of the use of a
map in connection with selected lessons
from Sunday School lealflets.

4. Give out of your own experience il-

lustrations of the force of pictures?
5. Point out the value in teaching of

appealing to more than one of the senses.

6. Discuss the importance of good
stories in teaching.

7. What are the characteristics of a

good illustrative story?
8. Take an ordinarily commonplace

subject and show how to illustrate it.

Fourth Sunday, November 25, 1928

Lesson VIII. How to make a Lesson
Carry Over; or The Lesson Application

Application is one of the most impor-
tant subjects in the whole range of re-

ligious education. It is also one concern-
ing which there are greater varieties of

opinions than concerning almost any
other subject.
What is application?
How is it made?
Is it inherent in the lesson, or is it

added as a sort of supplement to the
lesson?
When is it best made?
Does it always involve action?
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These questions are only typical of
the uncertainty that exists relative to thij

term.

Application really goes to the very
heart of all teaching. Colloquially ex-
pressed, it -raises' the question in teaching,
"What's the use?" Why should certain
subject matter be presented to a class?
How are class members better for hav-
ing considered particular facts? In short,
application involves the question, "What
is the carry-over value of the lesson?"

There are those teachers who are of
the opinion that their business is to
impart information—that it then becomes
the_ pupil's responsibility to make appli-
cation of that information in his life. And
in one sense that is true. You cannot
"learn" anybody anything. That isn't a

matter of English alone—it is a maxim
of psychology. But the process of ap-
plication can be stimulated. Guidance
can be extended to its initiation. A wise
swimming teacher does not merely in-

struct his pupil to jump into the water
neither does he merely indicate the move-
ments of the various strokes. He proof-
reads the attempts of the pupil to act

in the light of his instructions.

Making sure that the pupil can make
the application a reality—that he can
initiate it into successful operation—ia

even more vital to real teaching than
merely to make sure that the pupil under-
stands what the application in theory is.

It is impossible to dispose adequately
of the matter of application in a single

statement. It fairly epitomizes the whol»
process of teaching and therefore is so
comprehensive that it calls for analysis.

The ultimate purpose behind teaching, of

course, as behind all life, is salvation.

But salvation is not had in a day. It

is not the result of a single act, nor does
it grow out of particular thoughts and
aspirations.

Salvation is achieved as a sum total of
all that we think, say, do, and are. Any
lesson, therefore, that makes pupils better
in thought, word, deed, or being, has
had to that extent its application.

Application of a lesson involves, then,
the making sure, on the part of the
teacher, that the truths taught carry over
into the life of the pupil and modify it

for good. Someone has said that the ap-
plication has been made when a pupil

"Knows more,
Feels better.

Acts more nobly,"

as a result of the teaching done. There
is a prevalent conception that application
has been made in a recitation only when
pupils go out from a recitation and trans-
late the principle studied into immediate
action.

^
There are lessons where such

applications can be made and. of course,
they are to be commended. Particularly
are they valuable in the case of young
children. But surely there are other justi-,

fiable interpretations to the term appli-
cation.

We need to remind ourselves that there
are three distinct types of subject matter
that constitute the body of our teaching
material. These are, first of all, those
lessons which are almost wholly intellect-
ual. Debates are conducted by the hun-
dreds on subjects that lead not to action
but to clearer judgment. Classes study
subjects by the month for the purpose
of satisfying intellectual hunger. Such
questions, for instance, as "Succession in
the Presidency," or the "Nature of trie

Godhead"—questions gone into by thor-
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oughly converted Latter-day Saints, not
to bring themselves into the Church, nor
to lead themselves into any other kind
of action except the satisfying of their
own souls as to the truth. In other words,
it appears clear that there may be appli-
cation on a purely intellectual level. Ap-
plication upon application is made until
a person builds up a structure of faith
that stands upon the rock in the face of
all difficulties.

A second type of lessons appeals to the
emotions. They aim to make pupils feel

better. They may or may not lead to
immediate action. Ideally, of course, every
worthy emotion aroused should find, if

possible, suitable channels for expression.
Pent up emotions may become positively
harmful. The younger the pupils, the
more especially is this true. Practically
every educator recognizes this fact and
gives expression to it in language similar

to the following quotation from Pro-
fessor S. H. Clark:

"Never awaken an emotion unless, at

the same time, you strive to open a chan-
nel through which the emotion may pass
into the realm of elevated action. If

we are studying the ideals of literature,

religion, etc., with our class, we have
failed in the highest duty of teaching if

we have not given them the ideal, if we
have not given them, by means of some
suggestion, the opportunity for realizing

the ideal. If there is an emotion excited
in our pupils through a talk on ethics or
sociology, it matters not, we fail in our
duty if we do not take an occasion at

once to guide that emotion so that it

may express itself in elevated action."
And yet there is a question whether

this insistence upon action may not be
exaggerated. Abraham Lincoln witnessed
an auction sale of slaves in his younger
days. He did not go out immediately
and issue an emancipation proclamation,
and yet there are few who can doubt
that that auction sale registered an ap-
plication in an ideal that persisted in the
mind of Lincoln through all those years
preceding our great civil war.

Many a man has been saved in the hour
of temptation, in his later life, by the
vividness of the recollection of sacred
truths taught at his mother's knee. There
may be just a little danger of cheapening
the process of application if it is insisted
that for every ideal upon the minds of
pupils there must be a corresponding im-
mediate response in daily actions of the
pupils taught. May not a wonderful im-
pression become the more wonderful as it

is hallowed by the pondering of the
mind through the maturing years of
childhood and young manhood?

Finally there is the lesson which,
though it involves both the intellect and
the emotions, appeals primarily to the
will and calls for action. There can be
no question but that this is the type of
lesson of greatest significance in religious
education. We meet our pupils so infre-
quently, at best, that at most we can do
but a fraction of what we should like to
do to modify their lives. Our concern
is to change for the better their attitude
and conduct, and therefore we must ad-
dress ourselves to the problems they face
in the every-day life which they are to
live between recitations. As Betts in
his "How to Teach Religion" so well
says

:

"In the last analysis the child does
not come to us that he may learn this
or that set of facts, nor that he may
develop such and such a group of feel-
ings, but that through these he may live
'better. The final test of our teaching,
therefore, is just like this: Because of
our instruction, does the child live dif-
ferently here and now, as a child, in all

his multiform relations in the home, the
school, the church, the community, and
m his own personal life? Are the lessons
we teach translated continuously into
better conduct, finer acts, and stronger
character, as shown in the daily run of
the learner's experience?

"It is true that the full fruits of our
teaching and of the child's learning must
wait for time and experience to bring thq
individual to fuller development. But it

is also true that it is impossible for the
child to lay up a store of unused know-
ledge and have it remain against a later
time of need in a distant future. The
only knowledge that forms a vital part
of our equipment is knowledge that is

in active
<

service, guiding our thoughts
and decisions from day to day. Unused
knowledge quickly vanishes away, leav-
ing little more permanent impression on
the life than that left on the wave when
we plunge our hand into the water and
take it out again. In similar way thti

interests, ideals, and emotions which are
aroused, without at the same time af-
fording a natural outlet for expression in,

deeds and conduct, soon fade away with-
out having fulfilled -the purpose for which
they exist The great thing in religious
education is to find immediate and natur-
al outlet in expression, a way for the.

child to use what he learns; to get the
child to do those things pointed out by,

the lessons we teach him."

As the teacher faces this "carry-over"
problem he is impressed that he must
touch the lives of his pupils not only as
individuals but as members of a social
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group. It becomes his obligation not
only to direct them in matters pertaining

to their own welfare, physically, intellect-

ually, and morally, but he has a responsi-

bility in helping to establish the standards

of society to which individuals naturally

subscribe more or less unconsciously.

The strong teacher's influence can be
made to affect the ideals of the athletic

field, of the amusement hall, of the

church, of the business center, and of

the home. These agencies offer such a

variety of possibilities that every lesson

offers easily some avenue of application-

By way of illustration let us turn to a

few subjects and point out some possi-

bilities in the matter of application. May
it be said here, in passing, that the secret

of making application lies in not getting

lost in the past so that we may walk
along with our heads turned back over
the shoulder of time pondering merely
the things of the past. All too often the

teacher hurries over into the Holy Land
of some four thousand years ago, leaving

a class of twentieth century boys and
girls here at home to wonder what all

that ancient material has to do with the

problems that confront them here and
now. Not that we

>

should
§

ignore the

past. Successful application lies in reach-

ing back into the past for a solution of

today's difficulties. But the solution is

our great concern. "We look back that

we mav better go forward.'"

To illustrate:

A lesson on Cain and Abel may find

its application in a solution of the prob-

lems of the jealousy and selfishness that

exist today. This story ought not to be

merely a recounting of murder. There is

a little Cain—a little Abel—in all of us.

Consider the case of the boy who smash-

ed up his brother's new sled as well as

his own, because he couldn't keep up in

coasting. The nature of the class will

determine the particular application. Or
consider the story of Samson and Deli-

lah: at first thought, a story with but

little to contribute to a solution of today's

problems. Yet out of that story applica-

tion can be made beautifully, through
either of these two truths:

He who plays with sin will eventually

be conquered by it; or,

Marrying outside one's church is at-

tended by grave dangers.

A lesson on helpfulness was once

beautifully and rather dramatically given

through the story of a rescue of a train.

A lad was out on a railroad track when
he discovered that a recent storm had

washed out part of the road bed. He
remembered that the through passenger

train was due in a few minutes, and so

rushed along the track and by frantically

waving his hat succeeded in stopping the

train just in time to prevent a terrible

catastrophe. A few well-directed ques-
tions called for the pupils' own idea of

application. They, too, would flag a train

if such an occasion should arise. They
even carried the idea over into rendering
any kind of service, about the home, at

school, and elsewhere, as long as it was
helpful.

And so illustrations could be multiplied.

The important thing is that, having de-,

cided upon a central truth for a lesson,

the teacher then conceives avenues where-
by the truth may be carried over through
action into the lives of pupils. And, of

course, he must see that they are directed

in setting about the action.

The question often arises, "Isn't there

danger of moralizing in making an appli-

cation?" or "What is the difference be-

tween an application and moralizing?"
Genuine and natural application ought to

be inherent in the material presented.

A good story ought to drive home its

message without further comment. Mor-
alizing, is either an unnecessary and un-

welcome injunction to be or to do good,

or it is an apology for a lesson that in

and of itself drives home no message.
The school boy's definition of moral-
izing is helpful and suggestive:
"Moralizing is rubbing goodness in un-

necessarily."

In making application of truths pre-

sented, teachers naturally face the ques-

tion as to what constitutes the fundamen-
tals in character development that are to

be achieved. As a sort of guide, the two
Utah codes of morals, one for children

and one for youths, are rich in sugges-

tion, both for pupil and teacher.
_
They

are submitted herewith as helpful in set-

ting up the objectives toward which we
are working:

Children's Code

I want to grow up to be wise and
strong, happy and able to make others

happy, to love and to be loved, and to

do my part in the world's work.

During my infancy loving hands cared

for me, gave me food, clothing and shel-

ter, and protected me from harm. I am
grateful for this care, and I want to be

worthy of the love and confidence of

my mother and father and to do all I

can to make them happy.

I will be obedient to my parents and

teachers; they are wiser than I and
thoughtful of my welfare.

I have already learned that good health

is necessary to strength and happiness,

and that in order to be well and grow
strong, I must have good, wholesome
food, ample exercise and sleep, and
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abundant pure water and fresh air—na-
ture's gift to all.

My whole body I will keep clean and
each part of it as sound as good care
can make it.

I will have respect for all useful work,
both mental and physical. I must learn

to be helpful that I may know the joy
of service and the dignity of work well
done.
Waste is the mother of want, and even

though the want may not be mine, if

I am extravagant I am likely to bring
suffering to others. Waste of time is as
wrong as waste of things; I will not be
an idler,

1 will not put unnecessary burdens up-
on my associates by untidy, careless

habits; orderly .ways save my own time
and things as well as those of others.

I will take thought for the comfort
and welfare of_ our animal friends and
will always avoid cruelty.

I will strive for courage to speak the
truth and for strength to be fair in all

my work and play, to be true to my
word and faithful to my trust. I hate
lying and cheating; they are signs of

cowardice and greed. I will not seek
pleasure or profit at the cost of my self-

respect. I I will be considerate of the

rights and feelings of others as I would
have them respect mine.

I, will try to control my temper and to
be cheerful, kind, and courteous in all

my dealings.

I will strive to be pure in thought,
speech and action.

My country has provided laws and
civil officers to protect me, schools for
my instruction, and many other aids to a
happy, useful life. I am grateful for

these benefits and will show my pa-
triotism by obeying the laws and defend-
ing my country against evils, both within
and without.

I will keep my eyes and ears open to

enjoy the world about me, and my mind
alert to understand and appreciate the
good things mankind has provided for

me—science and art, poetry and music,
history and story.

May God, the kind and loving Father,
help me all my life to see the right way
and to follow it.

Moral Code for Youths

I am happy to be a member of that
human society which has accumulated all

the treasures of civilization. I have bene-
fited by the united labors of all mankind;
for this I owe a debt of gratitude to

humanity, a debt I can pay only by serv-

ing that humanity to the fullest extent
of my ability. Through small services

freely given toward the comfort and hap-
piness of my associates, I may grow in

power of usefulness and in my turn con-
tribute to the welfare of the generations
that are to come.

My body is the instrument of my mind
and the foundation of my character.
Every organ must be conserved to per-
form its proper function in the develop-
ment and perfection of my life. I will

therefore, eat only wholesome food,
breathe pure air, take ample exercise and
sleep, and keep my body clean and sound.
To this end, I will refrain from the us©
of intoxicating drinks, narcotics and stim-
ulants; these lend only a seeming
strength, but in reality they undermine
my powers of service and of lasting
happiness. By abstaining from these in-

dulgences I can, moreover, help others
to abstain, and thereb3r increase their

strength and happiness. By temperate
living and plenty of exercise in the open,
I can preserve my health and the more
easily refrain from evil thoughts and evil

deeds.

I will not polute my body or that of
another by any form of self-indulgence
or perverse yielding to passion. Such
indulgence is a desecration of the foun-
tains of life and an insult to the dignity of
manhood and womanhood.
Through the formation of sane, health-

promoting habits I can avpid having my
usefulness diminished and my happiness
impaired by the consequences of my own
folly.

I will be modest in dress and manner,
that I may in no wise encourage sensu-
ality.

I will be thoughtful of the effects of
my actions and so restrain myself that
no act of mine may mar the life or de-
tract from the happiness of my associates
or of my successors.

I will deal honestly, fairly and kindly
with my fellows—always mindful that
their lives and their happiness are as
sacred to them as mine are to me.

I will avoid impatience and ill temper
and will endeavor to be courteous always.

I will try to save individuals rather
than to condemn them, even though their
evil deeds must be condemned and of-
fenders punished.

I will have respect for the time of my
fellows as I respect their property.

I will not engage in games of chance,
since I do not desire reward at the ex-
pense of others.

In all my dealings I will strive for
courage to speak the truth; I despise
cowardice and lying. I will do what I
know to be right, though others may
ridicule or scorn me.
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I will be personally responsible for all

that I do, and recognizing my limited

wisdom, I will ever seek Divine Guidance
to lead me in the right way.

I will strive for independence of judg-

ment, but with due regard tor the superi-

or wisdom of my elders. I must grant

to my fellows the same right of independ-

ent judgment that I claim for myself.

Whatever I undertake I will do with

my might, and, win or lose, accept the

result with good cheer. I would rather

be worthy of success than to secure it

unworthily.
I will .be prompt and orderly in all

my affairs, otherwise I become a hind-

rance to social efficiency. I will avoid

waste and extravagance lest I bring need-

less privation and suffering to others as

well as to myself.

It is my privilege to have a part in

the world's work—a part I must choose

and perform with all diligence. "What
can I do best that society needs most?"
When I have answered this question I

will pursue my vocation intelligently and
energetically; first, as a means of service

to my fellow-men; and second, as a means
of self-support and aid to those that may
be dependent upon me.
May the love and appreciation I have

for my country never be dishonored by

any act of lawlessness or want of loyalty,

but may I ever honor, uphold and obey

the law and defend my country against

unrighteousness, injustice and violence.

When it becomes my privilege to vote I

wil use the right of suffrage as a patriotic

means of co-operating with my fellow

citizens for the promotion of social jus-

tice, peace and progress. Should 1 be

called to public office, I will strive for

moral courage to exercise authority in

accord with justice and humanity; and,

whether in or out of office, I will respond

freely to every opportunity for public

service.

I am grateful for the beauties of nature

and for the great works of art, music,

literature and science, it is my privilege

to enjoy. These I will seek to under-

stand and appreciate, that I may culti-

vate broader sympathies and fellowship

with mankind, the world, and the Creator

of all.

Questions and Suggestions

1. How does application go to the

very heart of teaching?
2. Discuss the various conceptions of

the term.
3. Distinguish between immediate and

delayed application.

4. Discuss the possibility of intellectual

application.

5. How can applications best be made?
6. When can applications best be made?
7. Distinguish between making an ap-

plication and moralizing.
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LESSONS FOR DECEMBER

First Sunday, December 2, 1928

Lesson 43. Divine Authority: History of

the Priesthood—39

Text: The Twelve Apostles.

Objective: To show the calling of _ the

Twelve Apostles in the days of Christ's

Ministry as special witnesses for Him in

all the earth: How they obtained their

authority and the nature of It both before

the ascension of the Lord and afterward,

and in the government of the Church.

Also pointing out the fact, declared in

the scriptures, that these offices were to

continue in the Church from generation

to generation and are essential to the

perfect organization of the Church as

established by our Lord.

Suggestions on Preparation and Pres-

entation: The form of Church govern-

ment in ancient days was different from
that established in the days of the min-
istry of our Savior. The earliest church

government was patriarchal,
_
and High

Priests, who were also patriarchs, pre-

sided and directed the welfare of the

people spiritually and temporally, but

the same ordinances of the Gospel were
applied then as now, for the principles

and ordinances do not change. Adam,
for instance, was baptized and taught the

first principles of the Gospel to his chil-

dren as we learn from the Book of Moses.

The first Apostles, however, were called

by Christ near the beginning of His min-

istry and He gave to the Church a new
order of officers, but the same Priest-

hood. There was no quorum of Twelve
Apostles in the ancient church, but the

authorities officiated by virtue of the
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High Priesthood and held all the keys of
salvation. It was the right of the Savior
to make changes which He did in the.
government of the Church and to place
it on what was a more firm and extensive
foundation, such as the nature of the
work required when the Gospel was to
be taken to all nations, kindreds and
peoples. The Twelve Apostles were also
special witnesses for Christ and stood
in a peculiar position in the world, and
one that has continued to be so ever
since and will so continue as long as
and 14 in the preparation of this lesson,
that they must continue to serve as
Apostles in the Church as long as time
lasts—the Church as it is now organized,
requires the activities of a First Presi-
there is need for the preaching of the
Gospel among all peoples. Moreover,
their duties and responsibilities are such
dency and a Council of Apostles for the
perfecting of the work of the Lord, just
as Paul declared to the Ephesians.

Second Sunday, December 9, 1928

Lesson 44. Divine Authority: History of
the Priesthood—40

Text: Officers and Gifts in the Primi-
tive Church.

Objective: To show that our Lord,
during His ministry, and afterwards,
through revelation to the Apostles, or-
ganized His Church with officers hold-
ing various positions in the Melchizedek
and the Aaronic Priesthoods, such as
Apostles, High Priests, Patriarchs, Sev-
enties, Elders, in the Melchizedek Priest-
hood, and Bishops, Priests, Teachers and
Deacons in the Aaronic Priesthood. That
these men were endowed with the spirit
of the Lord and exercised the gifts of
th& Gospel, such as prophecy, revelation,
visions, healings, etc. Moreover, that
these officers and gifts were given to the
Church to abide with it continually.
There can be no true Church of Jesus
Christ where these officers and powers
are not to be found and recognized by
our Redeemer.

Suggestions on Preparation and Pres-
entation: As pointed out in Lesson 43,
the Lord, during his ministry added of-
ficers and more fully organized His
Church that the work of the ministry
might be carried forth untQ all peoples.
The gifts of the) Church were always
found among the people when officers
holding Divine Authority were on the
earth, but the Church as established in
the days of Christ and His Apostles
contained officers, and quorums of men
holding the Priesthood, that were not
found in the Church in more primitive
times. These officers as now given are
to continue in the Church through all

time. It will be well for the teacher to
read carefully I Corinthians, chapters 12

Third Sunday, December 16, 1928

Lesson 45. Divine Authority: History of
the Priesthood—41

Text: The Apostasy.
Objective: Showing that there was a

departure from the teachings introduced
and established by Christ and the
Apostles, shortly after the death of the
Apostles: also that the officers placed in
the Church were changed and false orders
of priests and teachers arose and intro-
duced strange customs, until, as the Lord
has said, it became necessary for the
Church to be taken "into the wilderness."'
Doc. and Cov. 85:3.

Supplementary References: See "The
Great Apostasy," Elder James E. Tal-
mage. "The Reign of Anti-Christ," Eld-
er J. M. Sjodahl.
Suggestions on Preparation and Pres-

entation: "We have seen that according
to the scriptural view the Church is a
holy kingdom, established by God on
earth, of

_
which Christ is the invisible

King. It is a divinely organized body, the
members of which are knit together
amongst themselves, and joined to Christ
their Head, by^ the Holy Spirit, who
dwells in and animates it; it is a spiritual
but visible society of men united by con-
stant succession to those who were per-
sonally united to the Apostles, holding
the same faith that the Apostles held,
administering the same sacraments, and
like them forming separate, but only lo-
cally separate, assemblies, for the public
worship of God. This is the Church ac-
cording to the Divine intention. But as
God permits men to mar the perfection
of his designs in their behalf, and as men
have both corrupted the doctrines and
broken the unity of the Church, we must
not_ expect to see the Church of Holy
Scripture actually existing in its perfec-
tion on earth. It is not to be found, thus
perfect, either in the collected fragments
of Christendom, o.r still less in any one
of these fragments. "Smith's Bible Dic-
tionary,'* Art. "Church."

By_ this quotation we see that men of
learning in the world recognize the "fall-
ing away" but they endeavor to justify
it

—

but there is no justification for the
Lord does not permit man to mar and
change His ordinances and the authority
in His Church. Such change and mar-
ring is conclusive evidence of the apos-
tasy.

Fourth Sunday, December 23, 1928
Christmas Exercises

Fifth Sunday, December 30, 1928
Open Sunday
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MISSIONARY DEPARTMENT

General Board Committee: Albert E. Bowen, Chairman; David A. Smith, Vice Chairman;
Henry H. Rolapp and Jesse R. S. Budge

LESSONS FOR DECEMBER

First Sunday, December 2. 1928

Lesson 42. Work for the Dead

Text: Sunday School Lessons No. 42.

Objective: To acquaint members with
the elements of and the importance of
genealogical record making.

Suggestions on Preparation and Pres-
entation: As a means of impressing up-
on class members the essential elements
in

_
recording data, have each member

bring to the class the essential data
for a bishop's recommend for himself.
The information may be obtained from
the ward clerk. Let each class member
bring in a record of his own family sta-
tistics—name of father, date and place
of birth and marriage. If dead, the date
of death.

_
Similarly, the statistics con-

cerning his mother, giving her maiden
name. Give names of brothers and sis-

ters, dates and places of births, mar-
riages, deaths, if any, and carry this back
to grandparents. Then discuss these in

class, comparing the forms of arrange-
ment worked out by different class mem-
bers, and try to arrive at an orderly
method of arrangement. It goes without
saying, of course, that the importance
of this phase of the work will be exam-
ined into in the class.

Questions for Teachers
<

1. Why is the gathering of family his-

tory a necessary part of work for the
dead?

2. Why is it necessary that the work
for the dead be done by the living?

3. What is meant by the expression,
"Salvation for the Dead?"

Second Sunday, December 9, 1923

Lesson 43. Marriage

Text: Sunday School Lessons No. 43.

Objective: To show the Sacredness
and eternity of the marriage relation.

Suggestions on Preparation and Pres-
entation: Have class members, by as-

signment, read the scriptures concerning
the necessity for and the sanctity of mar-
riage. Have some member discuss the
eternity of the family relation from both

the scriptural point of view and the
point of view of its desirability. Let the
comparison be made between a marriage
entered into for founding an eternal fam-
ily relation and one entered into without
the incentive

_
to beget offspring and es-

tablish a family unit.

Questions for Teachers

1. Why do you think the family rela-

tion should be an eternal one?

2. Does that conform to your notion
of heavenly joy? Why?

3. What relation does marriage bear
to the "Mormon" conception of the ul-

timate destiny of man?

Third* Sunday, December 16, 1928

Review Questions—Fourth Quarter

1. What is the two-fold purpose of

baptism?

2. Who may receive baptism?

3. Does any office in the Aaronic
Priesthood carry authority to perform
baptisms?

4. In what other ordinance may a priest

officiate?

5. What offices in the Melchisedek
Priesthood carry authority to baptize

and administer the Sacrament?

6. What ordinations may a priest per-

form?

7. Who presides over the Aaronic
Priesthood in the Church?

8. What are the essential features to

include in confirming a member of the

Church?

9. Where does the right of presidency
reside in the Church?

10. How is the presidency of the Church
constituted?

11. What is the calling of a Seventy?

12. Where are the duties of the various
offices in the Priesthood defined?

13. Write the ceremony to be used in

performing a baptism.

Fourth Sunday, December 23, 1928
Christmas Exercises

Fifth Sunday, December 30, 1928
Open Sunday
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£ NEW TESTAMENT DEPARTMENT ]P

General Board Committee: Milton Bennion, Chairman; T. Albert Hooper, Vice Chairman

LESSONS FOR DECEMBER
First Sunday, December 2, 1928

Lesson 42. The Character of Jesus

Text: The Teachings of Christ Ap-
plied. Lesson 42.

Objective: To portray the great quali-
ties of character manifested by Jesus,
and to inspire young people to adopt
these as ideals to be realized, as nearly
as may be, in their own lives.

Supplementary Materials: Bennion, M.—Moral Teachings of the new Testa-
ment. Appendix A. Kent, C. F.—The Life
and Teachings of Jesus, pp. 310-322 Sim-
khovitch, V. G.—Toward the Understand-
ing of Jesus. The Mac. Co., N. Y., 1925.
Suggestions on Preparation and Pres-

entation: The character of Jesus has
been portrayed in all the lessons of this
course. This lesson is, therefore, largely
review and summary of what has gone
before. The effect here should be to
see Jesus' personality as a whole, and to
get the inspiration that comes from the
example of such a character. Intelligent
understanding of the character of Jesus
is necessary, but this alone is insufficient;
it must be supplemented by development
of appreciation of these qualities of char-
acter

_
and enthusiasm for their realiza-

tion in the lives of each individual. It
should be noted that this comes about
not through being wholly absorbed in
thought of one's own character; that was
not. the method of Jesus; but in becom-
ing absorbed in the great cause which
Jesus represented, and devoting one's life

to promotion of this great cause—the
salvation of all mankind.

Second Sunday, December 9, 1923

Lesson 43. The Social Teachings of
Jesus As Applied Today

Text: The Teachings of Christ Ap-
plied^ Lesson 43.

Objective: To show some common ap-
plications of the social teachings of Jesus
in the social institutions of our own time,
and to make clear the practical demands
of modern life upon Christian character.
Supplementary Materials: Those listed

under "supplementary reading" in the les-

son. The college books may include:
Drake, D.—Problems of Conduct. Hough-
ton Mifflin Co., Boston. Ross, E. A.—Sin
and Society. Houghton Mifflin Co., Bos-
torn Ford, J.—Social Problems and Social
Policy, Ginn and Co., Boston.

There is also much good material in

current magazines that deals with social
and other public questions.
Suggestions on Preparation and Pres-

entation: The teacher who has read little

or none of the supplementary reading
suggested should read as much as pos-
sible of the references listed for the class
members; but, most of all it is important
that the teacher be a close observer and
student of current social-economic-civic
problems, and shall have thought out
clearly the applications of the teachings
of Jesus to solution of these problems.
To what extent is this being done, and
how may it be further extended? This
is the chief purpose of this lesson. It

should be shown that the individual can-
not be developed apart from social life

and social responsibilities. The merely
personally pious individuals who refuse
positive, active cooperation with their fel-

lows in measures for the common good
are but the Pharisees of the Modern
World. What Jesus would say of them
any reader of the New Testment may
easily determine.

Third Sunday, December 16, 1928
Quarterly Review

1. Name several ways in which a per-
son may be industrious.

2. Why is
>
every follower of Jesus re-

ligiously obligated to be industrious?
3. What are the Christian uses of prop-

erty?
4. Why are the rich often rebuked by

Jesus and New Testament writers?
5. Why is marriage approved?
6. (a) Under what conditions do people

seek divorce? (b) What are some of the
causes of these conditions?

7. Why is chastity one of the most
important qualities of character?

8. How is the justice of God mani-
fested?

9. In what ways is the state an agent
of justice?

10. What is the chief value of the doc-
trine of non-resistance?
11. Name three or more outstanding

qualities of Jesus' character.
12. Why do we find some of the best

modern applications of the teachings of
Jesus in contemporary social work?

Fourth Sunday, December 23, 1928
Christmas Exercises

Fifth Sunday, December 30, 1928
Open Sunday
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General Board Committee: Robert L. Judd, Chairman; Elbert D. Thomas, Vice Chairman;
Mark Austin

found there a small and weak community
of their own people, who had never been
taken to Babylon, surrounded and almost
swamped by foreigners. They found it

hard to earn a living on the rocky hills

of Palestine, so different from the rich,

fertile plains of Babylonia. It is not
surprising that they lost some of the first

enthusiasm of the return. Yet they never
gave up their religion or their love for

their nation, and, by steadfastness, even
when discouraged, they became the

founders of the new Jewish nation, which
occupied Palestine in the New Testament
times. We may well honor them. Hero-
ism consists, not in never being discour-

aged, but in never giving up, no matter

how discouraged we may be.

"These Jews brought back with them
one thing which was of great importance

for the future. They
_
brought

_
a very

strong love for their nation, a spirit which
would now be called "Nationalism." The
citizens of no modern country have a

stronger national feeling than had the

Jews of this period. It resulted, first,

in a growing reverence for the books of

the nation—the writings of the prophets

and the books of stories of olden time

that they brought with them from the

exile; second, in a great reverence for

the laws of the nation; third, in a deep

love for the worship of the God of their

fathers; fourth, in a strong desire to keep

the blood of their race pure, lest they

should be swallowed up and lost in the

other more numerous races about them."

(Book of Life," Vol. 4, page 455.)

The pupils' "Lesson" discusses the ef-

fect of the exile, pointing out that the

Jews were cured of their disposition to

dabble in idolatry. They rallied to the

worship of Jehovah with unparalleled

loyalty and devotion; in fact, with such

zeal that they became blind to the rapidly

developing events which brought them
the promised Messiah.
The preview of next Sunday's lesson

should be made at this point in the de-

velopment of this lesson. The title of

the next lesson is "The Promised Mes-
siah."

LESSONS FOR DECEMBER
First Sunday, December 2. 1928

Lesson 42. The Return of the Jews

Text: Ezra 1 to 6. Josephus, Book
II, Chap. 1. Pupils, Lesson No. 42. See
also Gospel Doctrine Lessons on Ezra,
Nehemiah and the Maccabean period.

Objective: Repentance increases loy-

alty to once deserted standards.
The period of exile proved to be a

blessing to the Jews. Jehovah used this

means of consuming the dross and of
purging and purifying Judah of her way-
wardness and indifference. Being thus
transplanted, brought appreciation for the
blessings and advantages which had been
spurned before.
This reaction was a natural one. In-

dividuals look back upon past opportun-
ities with mingled regret and apprecia-
tion. Home has its strongest allurement
when we are away from it. Friends are
appreciated when we are in the midst of

strangers. We miss the sunshine when
the clouds appear.
The power of righteousness and vir-

tue is keenly appreciated by the repen-
tant sinner. Determination to live right-

eously and precaution against evil is

strongest in those who through experi-

ence or observation know the suffering

and sorrow of wickedness.
The excellent notes from the "Book of

Life" discuss the same principle as ap-
plied to the returning Jews. The follow-

ing excerpt is quoted by way of illustra-

tion:

"Five hundred and thirty-six years be-

fore Christ a wonderful new era began
for the Hebrew race. They had been
under the power of the Empire of Baby-
lon. The best part of the people had
been taken to Babylonia, where they had
longed in vain for their lost land. Ezekiel

and Isaiah 40-66 and some Psalms show
us how strong the longing was. At last,

in 539, Babylon fell under the conquer-
ing armies of Cyrus, king of the newly
formed Empire of Persia, beyond the

mountains to the east of Babylon. Cyrus
was a wise king and a great statesman.

He knew that discontented groups of peo-

ple weakened an empire, and very soon
he gave to the members of various na-

tions who had been brought to Babylon
permission to return home. Among these

were the Hebrews. They received this

permission with great joy.

"Those who came to Jerusalem, at first

Second Sunday, December 9, 1928

Lesson 43. The Promised Messiah

Objective: "The Lord will do nothing
until He reveals it unto His servants, the

prophets."
Texts: The following passages should

be studied as a basis for the development
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of this lesson. A very interesting exer-
cise can be developed, if the teacher will
assign one or more of the passages to
each pupil to be looked up, studied, read
or preferably recited in class and ex-
plained. The results would be a convinc-
ing array of scriptural evidence of Old
Testament prophecies about the Prom-
ised Messiah.

Birth: Gen. 3:15. Isaiah 7:14; 49:1.
Micah 5:2, 3.

Ancestry: Gen. 9:18, 27; 12:3; 18:18;
22:18; 17:19; 21:12; 26:4; 28:4-14; Isaiah
49:3, 5, 6.

Tribe: Gen. 49:9, 10; Micah 5:2.
House of David: I Sam. 7:12-15; 23:1-

5; Psalms 89:4, 36; I Chron. 17:11-14;
Isaiah 9:7; 11:1, 10; 55:3; Amos 9:11.
Bethlehem; Micah 5:2.

Life: Psalms 2; 45; 72; 110; Isaiah
8:23 to 9:6; 11:1-9; 42:1-7; 49:1-9; 50:4-9:
53:1-12.

Betrayal: Psalms 41:9; Zech, 11:12, 13.

Death: Psalms 22:16; Isaiah 53:8-12.
Resurrection: Psalms 16:10; Jonah

1:17.

Ascension: Psalms 8:5, 6; 110:1.

.
In view of this array of prophecy the

wonder at the Jews' failure to recognize
Him is increased.

Third Sunday, December 16, 1D28

Lesson 44. The New Jerusalem

Objective: "Eye hath not seen, nor
ear heard, neither have entered into the
heart of man, the things which God hath
prepared for them that love Him."
Text: See references in Pupils' Lesson

No. 44 and also Chapter 19, Articles of
Faith. (Talmage.)
The desirability of having the pupils

memorize the quotation offered as the ob-
jective will readily suggest itself to the
teacher. Valuable help will be found in

chapter 19, of the Articles of Faith.
The teacher's purpose should be to

give the class as complete a conception
of the New Jerusalem as is possible from
the scriptural passages relating to it, and
also impress the thought that to live in
the New Jerusalem is "a consummation
devoutly to be wished" and worked for
here and now.
The fondest and loftiest ideals of life,

it seems, can be realized by the righteous
in the New Jerusalem.
The joys of the righteous life will be

complete there.
Rather than to be dreaded, this great

event in human history is to be hastened
by works of righteousness and hailed as
a boon. Those who dread the event as-
sociate with it destruction of the wicked
and the strife and turmoil of the last
days.

There is some sense of sin in all erring
humanity, which causes everyone to have
a feeling of sympathy and sorrow for
the sinner. This condition is important
in the work of redemption and in calling
mankind to repentance.
One of the joys of the latter days, ex-

perienced by many now, is that promised
for bringing even one soul to repentance.
The work of preparing mankind for

abode in the New Jerusalem is to be
done today by you and your class and all

your brethren. How?

Fourth Sunday, December 23, 1928

Christmas Exercises

Fifth Sunday, December 30, 1928

Written Review

1. What work did Solomon do for the
spiritual benefit of his people?

2. What folly of Solomon led to the di-

vision of the Kingdom?
3. Who was Rehoboam?
4. What folly of his helped cause the

Division of the Kingdom?
5. Name the two kingdoms after the di-

vision.

6. What did Jeroboam do to make his

kingdom independent of Jerusalem?
7. How many dynasties of kings ruled

Israel after the division of the Kingdom?
8. How did most of these dynasties

end?
9. What great prophet tried to destroy

idolatry in the Kingdom of Israel?
10. What king and queen did this

prophet frequently rebuke?
11. Who was the prophet's successor?
12. What finally happened to the King-

dom of Israel?
13. Why did the Kingdom of Judah

last longer than the Kingdom of Israel?
14. What great prophet served both the

Kingdom of Judah and the Kingdom of
Israel?

15. Name one of his great prophecies?
16. What chapter of the Old Testament

contains his prophetic description of the
Savior?

17. When was Jeremiah active as a
prophet?

18. Of what did he prophesy?
19. What effect did the exile in Baby-

lon have upon Judah?
20. When the Jews returned what did

they try to do in Jerusalem?
21. Who were they preparing to re-

ceive?
22. Why did they not recognize him?
23. What event is modern Israel pre-

paring for?

24. Who are referred to as modern Is-

rael?
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General Board Committee: Alfred C. Rees, CJtairman; James L. Barker, Vice Chairman;
Horace H. Cummings and Wm. A. Morton

LESSONS FOR DECEMBER

First Sunday, December 2, 1928

Lesson 47.

Text: The Book of Ether, 1-6.

Objective^ Though one must marvel
at the blessings and knowledge given to
some of the Lord's servants, one is yet
more astonished at their obedience and
.faith.

What is the first incident recorded in

the Book of Ether showing unusual faith

on the part of Jared and his brother?
What was the language of Jared and

the brother of Jared when they left the
Old World?
What difficulties can you see in cross-

ing the ocean that would cause those
with less faith to hesitate?
What were the great blessings shown

to the brother of Jared and to Jared?
What facts seem to justify such bless-

ing?
Why do you think the brother of Jared

had such exceeding faith?

Can you think of any explanation why
these things which ye have seen and
heard should not go forth unto the world?
When should they come forth? Why?
What is most astonishing in the life

of Joseph Smith, his blessings, or his

accomplishments as a boy and man?
Compare Paul and others.

What must we do to have similar bless-

ings?

Second Sunday, December 9, 1928

Lesson 48.

Text: The Book of Ether, 6-10.

Objective: The Lord desires that in

state and church our free agency should
be preserved. Compulsion and political

slavery are of the evil one.

Why was it grievious to Jared and the

brother of Jared that the people should
desire a king?
Why did the Lord permit them to have

a king?
What evil consequences were likely to

follow?
Why did the sons of the brother of

Jared arid of Jared refuse to be king?
Why did Washington refuse to be

king?
Has the Lord ever organized His

'Church on the model of an earthly king-
dom?

Relate the story of the kings!
Are there any advantages in having a

king if he is ideal? What?
Which is easier to change, a bad king

or a bad democratic ruler?
Which form of government has the

Lord favored? Why?
What form of government has He in-

stalled in His Church?
In what way does it possess the ad-

vantages of a monarchy? In what way
the advantages of a democracy?
Compare with other forms of Church

government you know.
Why is our democratic government of

such priceless value?

Should we mix in
_
politics or should

we stay away from primaries, etc.? Why?

Third Sunday, December 16, 1928

Lesson 49.

Text: The Book of Ether, 10-15.

Objective: Secret societies have great
potentialities for evil.

What good purposes may be served
by secret societies? What evil purposes?
Why (foes a secret society tend to ex-

ercise more influence than its numbers
would justify?

What was the purpose of the formation
of secret societies among the people?
What was the attitude of the prophets

towards their formation? Why?
What evil intentions could they serve?

Why? How did they serve these inten-
tions?
How did strife and war arise?

Relate the destruction of the people.
This destruction was prophesied. Was

it a punishment of the Lord, the result

of the evil acts of the people? or both?

Should members of the Church join

secret societies today? If not, why not?

Fourth Sunday, December 23, 1928

Christmas Exercises

Fifth Sunday, December 30, 1928

Review

Text: The Book of Moroni.
Discuss work of Moroni. Review di-

visions of Book of Mormon.
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Questions for Quarterly Review

(The teacher should provide writing
paper for those who forget to bring their

lesson leaflets with the Review Blank
printed on the back.)
What was the name of the prophet who

told the Nephites of the signs that would
be given of the birth and death of Jesus
Christ?
The name of the man who predicted the

death of the chief judge, and who after-

wards became one of the twelve disciples

of Jesus Christ was ?

What was one of the things that hap-
pened on this continent at the death of
Jesus Christ?

Three of the Nephite apostles desired
what, at the hands of the Lord?
What followed the visit of Jesus to this

continent—wars between the Lamanites
and Nephites, a struggle with the rob-
bers, or a long period of peace?

Who led the armies of the Nephites in

their last struggle with the Lamanites?
What was Ether—a warrior, historian,

robber, or king?

Who was the last survivor of the Jare-
dites—Omer, Coriantumr, Jared, or Shiz?
What relation was Mormon to Moroni?
In what book can you find the words

of the Blessing on the Bread for the Sac-
rament?
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General Board Committee: Adam S. Bennion, Chairman; J. Percy Goddard, Vice Chairman;
Josiah Burrows

LESSONS FOR DECEMBER
First Sunday, December 2, 1928

Lesson 47. What One Must Be and Do
to Become a Leader

Text: Leaflet No. 47.

Objective: To show that there is no
impression without relative expression;
that through constant service, «ne opens
his own door toward success.
Supplementary References: Read any

book on character or achievement; es-
pecially "Secrets of Success," and "Every
Man a King," both by Marsden. Pos-
sibly, the finest source lies in the bi-
ographies we have just studied.
Suggestions on Preparation and Pres-

entation: As well as presenting the lives
of our leaders in this lesson, bring in
rich illustrations from Washington, Lin-
coln or other great men, ancient or mod-
ern, to prove that it requires "being and
doing" in order to build enviable char-
acters. A whole world of material is

before us.

Questions for Teachers

1. Name three or four characteristics a
teacher must possess before others would
count her successful.

2. Why was Joseph required to apply
concentrated effort while using the Urim
and Thummim?

Second Sunday, December 9, 1928

Lesson 48. As the Young Sapling is

Bent, So Grows the Tree.

Text: Leaflet No. 48.

Objective: To show that one should be
exceedingly anxious that the formative
period of life be spent in growing
"straight grained saplings," with roots set

fast in fertile soil.

Supplementary References: The same
as Lesson 47.

Suggestions on Preparation and Pres-
entation: On every side of us, in all

walks of life, exist volumes of fitting il-

lustrations, rich with material regarding
today's lesson. You have gripping ex-
amples in your own ilfe; the life of your
friends, and the lives of your pupils, as
well as from our course this year.

Questions for Teachers

1. How far is it true that a boy or girl

"never spoils over night?"
2. In what way can a human soul rid

itself of a crooked life easier than a

crooked sapling can outgrow its warped
physical shape?

Third Sunday, December 16, 1928

Lesson 49. How Testimonies are Gained

Text: Leaflet No. 49.

Objective: To show definitely to our
young students that any proof affirming
the truthfulness of the gospel of Jesus
Christ is a testimony to them, even
though it may not be a knowledge.
Supplementary References: The bio-

graphical leaflets of the past year are
filled with proofs or testimonies; also
any of the reference books we have used.
Read for yourself Doc. and Cov. Sec. 65.
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This shows that God's kingdom has been
set up Here on this earth.
Suggestions on Preparation and Pres-

entation: Today is the day for impress-
ing the students with the forcefulness of
your own testimony. If you give your
proof under the spirit of the Lord, your
children will feel it and remember your
words. Let them know and feel that you
are sure that God has indeed restored His
Kingdom to the earth, never again to be
taken away. Get the students' proofs

—

you need not call them testimonies un-
less you desire.

Questions for Teachers

1. Discuss the difference in a testimony
of the Gospel and a knowledge of it.

2. Be prepared to give an illustration,

showing that boys and girls do possess
proofs or testimonies regarding our
Church being true.

Fourth Sunday, December 23, 1928

Christmas Exercises

Fifth Sunday, December 30, 1928
Review
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General Board Committee: Charles B. Felt, Chairman; Frank K. Seegmiller, Vice
Chairman; assisted by Florence Home Smith, Lucy Gedge Sperry and Tessie Giauque

WORK FOR DECEMBER, 1928

Preview Questions

1. What benefit is derived from the
study of the lives of great and good men?

2. What is the outstanding character-
istic in the character of Pres. Woodruff?
Give an illustrative incident. (See "Leaves
From My Journal.")

3. What principle of the gospel was
most strongly emphasized by Pres. Lo-
renzo Snow?

4. (a) Name some strong traits of
character shown by Pres. Joseph F.
Smith, (b) Give an incident to illustrate
one of them, (c) How can these lessons
in his life be made of practical applica-
tion to the lives of the children in your
class?

5. (a) Which of President Heber J.

Grant's strong characteristics appeal tq
you most strongly? (b) How can you
make practical use of this lesson in your
class work?

6. What testimony of the divine call-

ing of the leaders in our Church do we
find in the life of President Heber J.

Grant ?

First Sunday, December 2, 1928

Lesson 21. Wilford Woodruff

Text: "Bible and Church History
Stories," page 96.

Second Sunday, December 9, 1928

Lesson 22. Lorenzo Snow

Text: "Bible and Church History
Stories," page 100.

Third Sunday, December 16, 1928

Lesson 23. Joseph F. Smith

Text: "Bible and
Stories," page 103.

Church History

Importance of "The Point of Contact"

"The child mind is a castle that can
be taken neither by stealth nor by storm.
But there is a natural way of approach
and a gate of easy entry always open to
him who knows how to find it."

"The ideal point at which a child's in-
telligent attention is to be first engaged,
or his instruction is to begin, is an ex-
perience or point of contact with life.

One who understands this truth need
seldom have any great difficulty in get-
ting an entry into the child's mind."
"In the beginning God created the heav-

en and the earth,"
—"but for me He

created them not until He created me.
Heaven and earth had no beginning, so
far as I am concerned, until my powers
of perceiving them had their beginning.
So, although as a new-born infant I am
the latest act of God's work of creation,

my experience, my contact with life, is

my book of beginnings. Heaven and
earth start into existence in my home, mv
parents, my baby rattle. The creation
as recorded in the bible comes historically
before my birth; but logically my knowl-
edge of the sun must begin with the
light in my room, my study of the
rock strata must begin with the stones
in the garden path; of the rwaters, with
my morning bath; of the animals, with
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my pussy or the flies. It is the proximate
and the immediate, rather than the re-
mote, and the final that appeals to me
as a child."

"The seasons, you say, have their be-
ginning in the movement of the earth
around the sun, but that movement has
its beginning ifor me in the seasons. The
light of day has its real beginning in the
sun, but for me the sun has its beginning
in the light of day. My infantile ex-
perience is my infantile book of begin-
nings,—my genesis.

"It is at the point of the child's sense

contact with the external world that the
opportunity for our best appeal lies."

"Now the great fault in our religious
teaching of the child has been that we
have not sought his most penetrable
point. Our approach to him has been
through adult ideas, upon an adult plane."
(From "The Point of Contact in Teach-
ing," by Patterson Du Bois.)

Fourth Sunday, December 23, 1928
Christmas Exercises

Fifth Sunday, December 30, 1928
Review

Printed "Sunday School Lessons" for
Primary Department Teachers

The enlargement of the Primary De-
partment to provide instruction for 7, 8,

and 9 year old pupils makes necessary the
enlargement of the 1929 Course of Study.
For the present the textbook material to
supplement the teachers' textbook "Bible
and Church History Stories," will be of-
fered in leaflet form, and will be made
available on the same basis as the "Les-
sons'" of other departments, namely
twenty cents per person per year or frac-
tion of a year, payable in advance.
These "Primary Sunday School Les-

sons" will contain the story of each les-

son. Other helps and directions for
teachers will be published in the Juvenile
Instructor.
The "Lesson" in story form is in-

tended primarily for teachers, but the
older pupils of the Primary Department,
who can read will enjoy these interesting,

understandable "Lessons."

So far as possible the older children
should be encouraged to subscribe. Their
use of the "Lessons" under the intelli-

gent direction of teachers will do much
toward preparing them for the use of
''Church History Lessons."

A suitable card-board cover in which
"Primary Lessons" can be preserved will

be sent free to teachers and pupils who
subscribe.

Subscriptions should be given to the
superintendency so they can be sent in

before November IS, 1928.

SPSSff •zzr

3£ KINDERGARTEN DEPARTMENT 2 -

General Board Committee: Charles J. Ross, Chairman; George A. Holt, Vice Chairman;
assisted by Inez Whitbeck

LESSONS FOR DECEMBER
First Sunday, December 2, 1928

What Has God Given?
The Greatest Gift of All—Our Master.

Text: "The Book of Life," Vol. 1.

Objective: The more we love the more
we give.

Story

What do you think is God's greatest
gift?

"Food," said Harold. "We would die
without it."

"Water," said Robert. "All the plants
would dry up and the animals would die

and there would be no food for us if

there were no water."
"Homes," said Lillian, "and parents.

Yes, I think parents are, because we need

them to get our ifood for us and take
care of us."

"I think our country is the greatest
gift of all," said Norman. "Suppose we
had food and homes and everything, but
there were no law to keep anyone else
from taking them away?"

"Yes," said mother. "All these things
we must have to live. But suppose we
had all these things and never knew
who gave them to us? Suppose we never
knew why he gave them or what he
wanted us to do with them?
"We should wonder and wonder and

wonder what all these great gifts were
for.

"Jesus came to tell us that God gave
these gifts to us because He loves us.

"He came to tell us that He loves all

the other people in all the world just as
He does us.
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He came to tell us that He wants us
to use His gifts so that all the people
in all the world will be better and hap-
pier.

So He tells us why God gave the gifts

and what we can do with them. Because
He has shown us these things we call

Him Our Master. And that makes Jesus
Christ the best of God's gifts to us."

Memory Gem:
"Better than all the Christmas gifts

any of us can know, is the gift of Jesus
to the world, many, many years ago."
Rest Exercise: Emphasize the thought

of sharing with the unfortunate, such as
decorating a tree for a sick child. Have
the children suggest what to put on the

tree then pretend to decorate it.

Songs for the Month: "Little Gifts

Are Precious;" Kindergarten and Pri-

mary Songs, Frances K. Thomassen, p.

20. "Luther's Cradle Hymn." D. S. S.

Song Book, p. 214. "Once Within the

Lowly Stable," Patty Hill Song Book,
p. 33.

Second Sunday, December 9, 1928

Lesson 71. The Birth of Jesus

Text: Matt. 1:18-25; Luke 1:26-38;

2:1-7. "Sunday Morning in the Kinder-
Garten," Lesson 71. "Jesus the Christ."

pp. 79-92, 102.

Objective: The more we love the more
we are willing to serve, and the greater

our reward.
Such wonderful love our Heavenly

Father has for us; and how well He
proved that love when He sent His only

Son down to earth to show us how to

love one another; how to be kind and
helpful. If we are willing to follow His
example, we can return to our Heavenly
Father with our hearts full of joy and
happiness.

Gem: Same as for last Sunday.
Rest Exercise: Emphasize the thought

of sharing with the unfortunate, such as

decorating Christmas tree for the sick,

sharing toys with the poor.

Third Sunday, December 16, 1928

Lesson 72. The Story of the Shepherds

Text: Luke 2:8-20. "Sunday Morn-
ing in the Kindergarten," Lesson 72.
Objective: The more we love the more

we give.

Suggestions: Remember, it isn't the
cost of the gift that counts, but the love
that goes with it. Bring out in the story
the love that the shepherds showed for
their sheep, and that they wanted to
give Jesus something which they them-
selves loved dearly.
Gem:

Little gifts are precious,
If a loving heart

Helps the busy fingers
As they do their part."

Rest Exercise: Same as for last Sun-
day.

Note: Unless the Story of "The Visit
of the Wise Men," Lesson 73, can be
given next Sunday as part of the Christ-
mas program, combine it with to-day's
lesson.

Fourth Sunday, December 23, 1928

Christmas Program

Suggestive Stories: "Why the Chimes
Rang;" "The Great Walled City;" "The
First Christmas;" "Christmas in Other
Lands.

Fifth Sunday, December 30, 1928

Lesson 74. Jesus in the Temple

Text: Luke 2:22-39. "Sunday Morn-
ing in the Kindergarten," p. 231.
Objective: The more we love the more

we give.

Suggestions: Note carefully the lesson
approach, as it is given in our text, "Sun-
day Morning in the Kindergarten."
Discuss with the children, our Church

custom of having the babies named and
blessed in our Fast Meetings.
Gem : Review both gems of the month.
Rest Exercise: The one suggested in

the text, p. 231.

*ww*s^s*

RELIGION CLASSES

This Department conducted by Harrison R. Merrill, Brigham Young University, for General
Church Board of Education

The Importance of Proper Assignments dim idea, at least, of the importance of
making proper assignments. Such per-

Every person who has ever taught sons know how very easy it is for pupils
school or classes in the Church has some to misunderstand the assignment and to
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get completely lost in attempting to fol-

low out their vague ideas concerning it.

It was probably because the Commis-
sioner of Education of the Church sensed
the importance of proper assignments that

he asked Professor L. John Nuttall, dean.

of the College of Education of Brigham
Young University, one of the best trained

educators in the West, to discuss in the

recent convention of seminary men and
theology teachers of the Church schools

the subject "Supervision of Study
Through Assignments." The paper which
Dean Nuttall presented at that time will

be published by the Church in bulletin

form later and will be available to the

teachers of the Church. Excerpts ara

given here as advance information on
the subject.

Dean Nuttall says: "An assignment is

a guide given to students whenever they

begin work on a study problem. It is

formulated generally by the teacher and
accepted by the students as worthwhile
and possible of achievement.
"The first implication of such a defini-

tion is the presence of an assignment pre-

ceding all study work. This means that

before students begin work with the

teacher in a classroom they have an as-

signment to guide them through the

hour's work. It means that before they
leave the class period to do home or
study-room work, they have assignments
to guide them.

_

"The second implication of this defini-

tion is that the merits of assignments
are to be judged by the guidance value

in securing efficient learning and not

alone by their time-consuming power. To
have this guidance value, assignments
must be complete, and must be accepted
by the students as worthwhile and must
be adapted in their difficulty to ithe

study conditions under which they are to

be prepared.

"It is evident, therefore, that the na-

ture of assignments will vary as the na-
ture of the learning aim varies and as

conditions under which the studying is

done will vary. Before assignments can
be adopted, their characteristic elements,

must be known. The faults of present
assignment procedure are given by Dr.
Karl R. Douglas, in his "Modern Meth-
ods in High School Teaching" as follows:

" 'That the assigned work has not chal-

lenged them (the pupils); that it was not

interesting; that they did not know def-

initely what was expected; that they did

not know what to look for or what to

emphasize; that they had not been given
adequate explanation and instructions;

that the assignment has not been adjusted
to individual interest or capacities; and
that the tasks set were so indefinite that

the possibility of definitely checking up
on them in the recitation was not great.'

"

Dr. Douglas, according to Dean Nut-
tall, accounts for these defects by two
factors: "Lack of sufficient time in which
to make good assignments, and lack of

well developed technique for assignments,
l"Constructively," Dean Nuttall con-

tinues, "he (Dr. Douglas) outlines the
elements of good assignment procedure
by saying: 'There are three important
factors conditioning the effectiveness of

any given assignment: first, the degree
to which the assigned activities, if ade-
quately carried on, will contribute to the
desired improvement of the pupils; sec-
ond, the degree to which the assignment
is adjusted to the powers of the pupil;

and third, the degree to which the pro-
posed activities are certain to be carried
on by the pupils, or, in other words, the
degree to which the assigned work en-

gages the attention and interest of the
pupils.

"With the above considerations
_

in

mind, we distinguish five direct functions
of assignment:

"1. To connect the new work with that
which has just been completed and to

introduce the new work.
"2. To give a clear idea of what is to

be done, and the standards by which
the work of the pupil is to be judged.

"3. To give the pupils that amount of
assistance, direction, explanation, and
suggestion which will enable them to

spend their time most profitably.
"4. To arouse in the pupil a favorable

attitude toward attacking the assigned
work.

"5. To regulate the daily work so that
the tasks assigned are adjusted to the
time, ability, and opportunity of the stu-

dents to do them."
The paper contains many of the prob-

lems which face the teacher whenever an
assignment is to be made and points the
way to their solution, but sufficient is

given here to impress Religion Class
teachers with the importance of the as-

signment and to give some suggestion as

to what a good assignment ought to be.

"There is no truth that has not its

source in the author of all truth."
—Dr. Karl G. Maeser.
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A Glimpse of Long Ago

Book of Mormon Stories for the

Home

By Leah Brown

Chapter 17. Homeward Bound

The day dawned clear and bright.

In their eagerness for the merry sport

of coasting over the great white cov-

erlet which old king winter had so

thoughtfully spread out before them,

the children had almost forgotten the

sad parting with their ancient friends

whom they left upon the battlefield.

But evening brought them all together

again at the great hearth.

"Grandpa, now that we have bade

the Nephites goodbye, is our journey

ended, or will you take us somewhere

else?" asked Gertrude.

"We are not home yet," said Grand-

pa. "Would you like to make the

return trip tonight?"

"Yes, yes," cried the children to-

gether.

"All right," said grandpa, "we shall

leave the Lamanites fighting among
themselves, and begin our homeward
journey. As our course will take us

back across the ocean, we will pass

through the land where Christ was

crucified. Many, many years have

passed since then, and during those

years there has been much trouble.

The Apostles who were teaching the

Gospel, and the saints who received

the message of truth, were persecuted

by their enemies."

"I wonder why they were always

persecuted when they did right," said

Dora.

"This is one reason why those

saints were persecuted," said grandpa.

"In that part of the country it was the

law that every good citizen must offer

sacrifices to their Emperor, whom
they worshiped as their god. When
the people joined the Church of Christ,

they no longer worshiped their ruler

in the old way, but they, too, increased

so rapidly that it made their ruler

angry. Finally he could see that the

people would rather belong to the

'Church of Christ than to the old

church, so he formed a Christian

Church to which all could belong. But

they still had much trouble which wa
will not stop to see. Would, you like

to visit the man who is about to start

on his first voyage across the ocean?"

"Oh, yes. Is he going to the Prom-
ised Land?" asked Gertrude.

"He doesn't know anything about

the Promised Land," said grandpa.

"The people have never sailed very

far out on the ocean, for they think

it is full of monsters that will swallow

them up. Then, too, they think the

earth is flat and if they sail too far

they will come to the edge and fall off.

When this man, whose name was

Columbus, told the people that he was

going to sail, they thought he was

crazy."

"Where did he want to sail ?" asked

Gertrude.

"I'll show you," said grandpa, hold-

ing up an apple. "This green side,

we will play, is the land, and this red

side is the water. The people we are
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visiting lived on this side of the land.

For a long time they had been trad-

ing with the people who lived in India
away over here on this other side. But
they had a hard time bringing their

things across the land, so Columbus
decided to see if he could get to India
by sailing across the ocean."

"Oh, I see !" exclaimed Gertrude.
"And where is the Promised Land?"

"It is a continent which he did not
know anything about, away out here
in the ocean," said grandpa.

"Oh, grandpa, I'll bet when he sailed

he went to the Promised Land," said

Dora.

"That is just what he did," said

grandpa, "but he thought it was India,

so when he saw the Lamanites he

called them Indians. They were a

fierce looking people. Their skin was
dark, their heads shaved, and their

clothes were made of the skins of ani-

mals. They were divided up into many
tribes, with a chief as a ruler of each

tribe."

"How did the Lamanites treat the

people who came across the ocean?"
asked Ned.
"At first they were quite friendly,"

said grandpa. "But when the people

discovered that it was not India they

had found, many came here to make
their homes. This displeased the La-
manites, or Indians, and often they

killed the white people and burned
their homes."

"I would think the people would
have been afraid to come," said Dora.

"Of course they did not like war
with the Indians," said grandpa, "but

this new land offered to some of them
the joy of freedom that could not be

found in their old homes. So they

were willing to risk their lives for

their happiness and the happiness of

their children."

"What made them unhappy in their

old homes?" asked Gertrude.

"The people there were all forced

to belong to one church," said grand-
pa. "Many people disliked the teach-

ings of this church, and broke away
and made churches of their own. But
whenever they did this they were per-

secuted very cruelly. So some of them
came over to the new land to find

homes where they could worship God
as they wished without being perse-

cuted. They were called Pilgrims."

"Why, we heard about the Pilgrims
in school !" exclaimed Dora. "It was
they and the Indians who celebrated

the first Thanksgiving Day. But I

didn't know then that this was the

Promised Land and the Indians were
the Lamanites. Did any other people

come to make their homes in the new
land?"

"Yes, many people came because
they wanted to get rich," said grand-
pa. "At last so many came that there

grew to be a great nation known as the

United States."

"Why, grandpa, we live in the Unit-
ed States, don't we?" exclaimed Ned.

"Yes," said grandpa, "they call the
Promised Land America, and the gov-
ernment which they organized is our
own United States."

"Good ! We are almost home !"

shouted Ned and Dan in a chorus.
"Yes, we are almost home," said

grandpa, "but there are a few very
interesting things we must see before
our journey is ended."

"All right, we are ready!" ex-
claimed the children with renewed in-

terest.

"There were now many churches
all professing to believe in Christ,"
-said grandpa. "Let us follow the
crowd that is going to the great re-

vival where the ministers of all those
churches are going to preach to the
people. What a confusion! On every
hand is heard the cry: 'Lo, here is

Christ! Come unto Christ and be
saved

!"

"How could anyone tell which
church they wanted to join?" asked
Dan.

"It was hard for them to decide,"
said grandpa. "In one congregation
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was a little boy who was greatly puz-
zled. 'Surely they can not all be right/

he said to himself. 'And how am I

to know which one is right?' He was
a very good little boy, just fourteen

years old. All his life his mother had
taught him to read the Bible, and he

loved it very much."

"Which church did he join?" asked
Dora anxiously.

"He decided not to join any until

he found out which one was right,

so he left the meeting and went home.
That night, as he was reading the

Bible, he came to a passage which
said: "If any of you lack wisdom, let

him ask of God who giveth to all

men liberally and upbraideth not, and

it shall be given him.' 'I lack wisdom,'

thought the little boy, 'for I do not

know which church is right.' So early

the next morning he went out all

alone in a beautiful grove where no

one could see him and knelt down to

pray."

"Oh, grandpa, wasn't this little boy

Joseph Smith, that we heard about in

Sunday School?" asked Gertrude.

"Yes, it was our own boy prophet,"

said grandpa. "Did your teacher tell

you what happened when he knelt

down to pray?" :

"Oh, yes. She said that after he
had prayed for a while, Heavenly
Father and Jesus came from heaven
and told him not to join any of the

churches because they were all wrong.
But they told him that if he would
be a good boy, Heavenly Father would
let him organize His true Church. And
just think of it, he was only fourteen

!"

"Wouldn't it be nice to have the

true Church of Christ on earth again ?"

said grandpa. "Is that all you know
about him?"

Ned looked up eagerly. "My teacher
said that one night after that, while
he was in bed, an angel came from
heaven and told him about some gold
plates that were hidden in the Hill

Cumorah,"

"Do you know what the angel's

name was?" asked grandpa.
"I do/' said Dora. ''His name was

Moroni. And I'll bet it was the same
Moroni that was hiding from the La-

manites while he finished writing on
the plates."

"You are right," said grandpa,

"And Heavenly Father sent him to teli

the Prophet Joseph about the records

so that the people might learn about

those people who lived here so long

ago, and so they might know who the

Indians are. The Angel also told him
what he would have to do before he

could organize the true Church of

Christ."

"I'll bet it would be hard for him
to organize a chuurch when so many
people thought they already had the

truth," commented Gertrude.

"Yes, it was hard," said grandpa,

"for although he gained many friends,

and many good men and women joined

the true Church of God, he also had
many enemies who treated the Proph-

et and his people very cruelly."

"Yes, and teacher said they even

put the Prophet Joseph and some
other good men in prison and then

killed them," said Dan excitedly.

"That is true," said grandpa. "The
wicked men thought that if they killed

the Prophet Joseph, it would put an
end to the Mormons, as they called

them. But it did not. They could

not stop the work of the Lord. The
people chose Brigham Young to be

their president; then with Heavenly
Father to guide and bless them, they

came away out west to the Rocky
Mountains where they could build

their homes and worship God in

peace."

"We learned about that in Primary,"
said Dora. "We built the whole trail of

the pioneers from the time they left

until they landed in Salt Lake Valley."

"Then we are home at last," said

grandpa. "And how glad we are to

be back to our mountain home with

the Saints of God."
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"Hurrah! for our beautiful moun-
tain home!" shouted Ned.

"Yes, our mountain home is beauti-
ful," said grandpa. "I wonder what
jewels you have found on your jour-
ney, to help you to live lives as clean
and pure and wonderful as the moun-
tains we love so well."

"Let us think about them all and
tell you tomorrow night," suggested
Gertrude. "Then after you go home
and we have our fireside meetings
with just papa and mama, we'll get

them to tell us all about the Prophet
Joseph and the things he taught."

"That is a good plan," said grandpa,
"for everyone should learn of the

wonderful things he taught."

Note : The preceding chapter is

given to connect the two Gospel dis-

pensations ; also as a foundation for

the study of Church history. Read
I Nephi, chapter 13.

..Our Mountain Home

Hurrah ! for our grand and glorious

home
With mountains tow'ring high;

Where breezes from the snow-capped
peaks

Kiss sunbeams from the sky!

We're back again, dear mountain
home,

From lands of long ago.

We learned the wondrous history

That lies 'neath caps of snow.

We learned to love thy ancient past,

Dear mountain home so grand,

For you were to those long ago,

A sacred Promised Land.

And while returning from the past

That we all learned to love,

Saw how the world had lost the light

Of Truth from heaven above.

We saw Columbus sail the seas

Straight to thy blessed shores.

We saw, too, a great nation grow—
Our U. S. A., and yours.

Then to this darkened world below,
We saw God send a light

That shows the way to heaven's gate

—

A pathway clear and bright.

And now, dear mountains, 'neath thy

peaks

Truth's banner is unfurled.

So let thy gentle breezes blow
It's message to the world.

And while within thy valleys grand
We dwell beneath God's care,

Let us, O glorious mountains high,

Thy peaceful blessings share.

For we came back, dear mountain
home,

From lands of long ago;

And we do love thy history

Beneath those caps of snow.

{To be continued.)

Jimmy's Hallowe'en Scare

By Glen Perrins

Hallowe'en eve found Jimmy hud-
dled against Trixie, his fluffy white
dog.

"Let's move, Trixie," said Jimmy.
"I'm getting the creeps. Wish I had
never thought of this original Hal-
lowe'en stunt

!"

The clouds darkened the moon and
Mummy Hill was clothed in a somber
veil of black. A fog hung over the

country as a shroud. The crepe-like

atmosphere seemed to be a warning
of the return of "haunts" to that mys-
terious, dismal place.

The previous night, as Jimmy had
helped his brothers and sisters carve

out grotesque faces in the Hallowe'en
pumpkins, he decided that he was too

old for such "childish"' sport—he was
now almost fourteen.

"I'm going to do something bigger
and braver on Hallowe'en," Jimmy
bragged as his knife zig-zagged a rug-
ged edge for a pumpkin mouth. I'm
going to— going to

—

"

"To what?" asked one of his play-
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mates. "To frighten gifts With pump-
kins and sheets?"

"No—no," replied Jimmy. "I'm
going—going to scare some real,

honest-to-goodness ghosts."

"Aw, I don't believe in them," said

his friend, bravely.

"Neither do I," said Jimmy. "But
what do you suppose is causing those

lights and noises in the haunted house
on Mummy Hill?"

"You mean in the old home, Twin
Chimneys ?"

"Sure," Jimmy answered. "Perhaps
it's spooks."

"Well, I dare you to scare the

spooks."

Jimmy, though he was just a little

fellow, bravely accepted the dare. But
flow, as he and Trixie shivered in

the darkness on Mummy Hill he
wished he hadn't done so, The old

house had a sinister feeling for all

who chanced to be near it at night.

Weird sounds came from Twin Chim-
neys—some said it Was the wind whis-
tling through the rafters.

"I wonder where the ghosts are to-

night," said Jimmy to Trixie as he
moved cautiously toward the haunted
house. He recalled how a We^k before

Hallowe'en, a private detective had
encountered a "haunt" neaf Twin
Chimneys and was struck on the head.

The detective had been searching

for a $5,000 strand of diamonds which
had been stolen and claimed to be hid-

den near here.

The old house was barred. One
of the doors on the inside banged in-

cessantly. There was not another

sound, however, and Jimmy, after lift-

ing Trixie in through a window, brave-

ly crawled in after the dog.

The spooky and haunting atmos-
phere of the musty room greeted his

nostrils.

He didn't know whether he was
going to say "boo" to a ghost or not.

He swung the flashlight abjout the

room, trembling.

Suddenly on the floor bfsicje him,

Jimmy saw a painting which had al-

ways hung on the wall. He looked
up where he had .seen the picture
hanging when he had visited Twin
Chimneys in the daytime with the
crowd of boys. There, on that dusty
wall, that had been carefully concealed'

by the picture, was a tiny switch.

"Perhaps it is the light switch,"
said Jimmy to himself.

Mis hand trembled as he stood on
a box and pressed it. He shivered at
the mysterious, grating sounds which
came from above. Down—down,
down came the grating noise. Were
the spooks descending upon poor Jim-
my for his boldness? He fcrddlkd

against Trixie. Beads of perspiration

stood out ,on his forehead. But he
was brave enough to stick it out.

Perhaps it was because he was too
frightened to flee.

The grating sound came to a stop

beside him ; and then, almost instantly-

one of the "solid"' twin chimneys
beside him swung open. He could

see nothing in the dim darkness of

the room, however, except the .hollow

chimney with its door-like entrance;

No spooks, Hallowe'en or other-
wise came out.

His scare quieted and for many si-

lent, trembling minutes, Jimmy waited.
Then he and Trixie dashed for the
Window and out into the o$#i, tum*-
bling safely in front of twir? chimL -

neys, and running for all they #er^
worth down Mummy Hill.

"I've had enough Hallowe'ening"
and^ scaring spooks," he told his com-
panions who awaited him.

Safe home he told his parents of
his discovery in twin chimneys' the
haunted house.

"We'll get the sheriff tomorrow
and investigate," said Jimmy's fatheir..

The day after Hallowe'en was at

momentous one for Jimmy. It was;
learned that the switch controlled an
elevator in the hollow chimney—it was,
this that made the mysterious grating
noise above Jimmy,
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Taking the elevator, Jimmy's father

and the sheriff found in the top of
the haunted house a secret attic, the
hiding place of the phantom thief.

And more, they found the $5,000
strand of diamonds hidden in a small
box-like safe, the hiding place of the
thief.

"And you get part of the $500 re-

ward offered for the finding of the

diamonds, Jimmy," said the sheriff.

"Whee-e," said Jimmy. "But I

wouldn't be scared like that again for
a thousand I"

How Jarius was Made Happy

(A true story.)

By Mrs. Alice Morrill

In the country where Jesus lived,

and taught, and went about doing good,
was a city called Capernaum. Caper-
naum was near the north side of the
beautiful lake called "Sea of Galilee."

In one of the homes of Capernaum
there was much sorrow. It was the

home of Jairus, who was one of the

officers in the great Synagogue, or

church. Sorrow was in Jairus's home
because his dear little girl was very,

very sick. The little sick girl was
twelve years old, and her father and
mother loved her just as dearly as

your father and mother love you. It

made them sad to see her lying there

so pale and helpless, instead of run-

ning about and playing in the gardens
and among the trees of Capernaum as

they had always seen her do before.

There came a day when she was
much worse, and the parents and all

the friends and relatives were crying

because they thought that she would
die. Jairus went out of his little girl's

room, and away out of the house. I

think he must have been praying that

his little daughter might not die.

It happened on this same day, Jesus

was returning to Capernaum. He had
been away teaching and helping the
people all on the other side of the lake,

but was coming back.

As the Savior came near, Jairus saw
Him and ran to Him, and throwing
himself at the Savior's feet, begged
Him to save his little girl's life—-not

to let her die.

Jairus said to Jesus, "I pray Thee,
come and lay Thy hands on her, that

she may be healed ; and she shall live."

But just as Jairus was asking so

earnestly for Jesus to come to where
his little girl was sick, messengers
from her bedside came hurrying to

Jairus and told him that his little girl

was dead, and there was no need for

Jesus to come and administer to her.

But Jesus turned to Jairus and said,

"Be not afraid. Only believe."

Then Jesus took with Him three

faithful men—Peter and James and

John and went to the little girl's home.

When he went in, he found all the

family and others crying He told those

who were grieving not to weep any

more because being dead was like be-

ing asleep to those who had the power
of healing. But some of them did not

believe what he said. They did not

think that the child could be raised

up, and made well.

Then Jesus sent away all those who
did not believe, and went into the

room where the child was lying, tak-

ing with Him only Peter, James and

John, and the faithful father and

mother.

Jesus went to the place where she

was lying and took hold of the little

girl's hand ; then, with His wonderful
power He said, "I say unto thee,

Arise." And she arose and stood upon
her feet and walked.

Then that father and mother had
their little girl again—not dead,

but alive and well.
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There was once an admiral Plunket

Whose sweetheart prepared for him

JUNKET
She said: "It is good
Light and delicious food,

But remember your manners:

Don't clunk it!"

If little Miss Moffet, who sat on a

tuffet eating her curds and whey could

have foreseen how that simple dish would
evolve in the progress of time, she would

have been so lost in thought that twelve

spiders would not have made her jump!

We now serve our grandmothers who
once ate curds and whey, a delicate, any
flavor they desire, digestible concoction of

endless variety called "JUNKET,"' an

almost unknown word forty years ago in

this country.

When Christian D. A. Hansen founded

his laboratory in Copenhagen some fifty

years ago, he made available to the world

the findings of his scientific study. Milk,

long since established, the world's one

perfect food, excelling as it does practic-

ally all others in the variety and quality

of mterials required by the body, was used

as a basis. The tissue builders, proteins the

vitamins A, B, C, and D, food elements

now known to be necessary for the main-

tenance of health and normal growth

were thus preserved. Various diets for

invalids are now as easily prepared as the

diets of normal, healthy children—chil-

dren to be kept healthy—are. The milk

basis makes JUNKET a valuable addition

to the diet of the tubercular, or ulcerated

stomach, or intestinal troubled individual.

"Junket" has become a name peculiar to

the products of the Chr. Hansen Labora-

tory, Inc. These include Junket Brand

Buttermilk Tablets as well as Junkjet

Tablets, Flavored Junket, and Junket

Brand Pure Food Colors. While "Junket"

is used as a trade name, it has become

familiarly known when applied to the

milk dessert prepared with our Junket

Tablets or Flavored Junket.

Said Billy, devouring his JUNKET
"You just should have seen how Sam

sunk it!

A man's diet this is

—

It's not just for sissies,

I never said so, nor yet 'thunk' it!"
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The Budget Box is written entirely by children under seventeen years of age.

To encourage them, the "Juvenile Instructor" offers book prizes for the following:

Best original verses of not to exceed twenty lines.

Best original stories of not to exceed three hundred words.

Best amateur photographs, any size.

Best original drawings, black and white.

Every contribution must bear the name, age and address of the sender, and
must be endorsed by teacher, parent or guardian as original.

Verses or stories should be written on one side of the paper only. Drawings
must be black and white on plain white paper, and must not be folded.

Address: The Childrenls Budget Box, "Juvenile Instructor" 47 East South
Temple Street, Salt Lake City, Utah.

A Letter His little mate is waiting in the tree,

They have tiny birdies, one, two, three

!

Dear Editor: Soon these birdies will learn to fly

I have just finished reading the Up into the clear blue sky.

Book of Mormon and I can truthfully Age 8 Neola jCox,

say that I have enjoyed it. I can rec-

ommend it to every Latter-day Saint

boy and girl. It is a wonderful book

which has strengthened my faith and

given me a truthful testimony. It has

been proven in every way to be true

and its likeness to the IBible in some
chapters proves to me that it is the

word of God.
My ambition is to some day be a mis-

sionary, so I can carry this wonderful

book of truth to the people who do

not believe and prove to them its

truthfulness and that it came from a

righteous source.

I hope every boy and girl will read

this book and enjoy it as I have done.

Age 13 Elaine Mitchell,

Silver Bow, Montana.

Robin Redbreast

The robin sings a merry song,

He sings and sings the whole day long

;

He built his nest in our back yard,

He worked and worked so very hard

!

Box 11, Blackfoot, Idaho.

Age 12.

BY ETHEL JONES
1329 Wasatch Ave.,
Salt Lake City, Utah
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May Day in Mexico

Mexicans celebrate the 5th of May
because on that day one of the big-

gest battles for the Independence of

Mexico was won by Benito Juarez

and his brave followers in 1856.

At daylight they fire salutes. At
10 o'clock in the morning they have

a program. A Mexican man gives

an oration and some Mexican girls

sing the "National Air." Then the

school children give songs and recita-

tions. About noon they have drills

and demonstrations by the Mexican
(soldiers. In the afternoon they have

bull fights. Each Toreodor or

man who fights the wild bulls has a

queen who sits above the ring and
watches and applauds him for his

bravery. They also have music by a

band or orchestra all day.

At night they have a dance and

fireworks. They dance all night.

We, the people of the "Mormon"
Colonies, on that day, go to a pretty

grove near by and have a nice pro-

gram of an oration, songs, recitations,

etc. We always take our lunch and

eat in groups under the trees. In the

afternoon we have races and different

kinds of sports for old and young
people and children. At night we have

a nice quiet dance and enjoy our-

selves very much indeed.

Age 11 Mae Moffett,

Colonia Dublan, Chih. Mex.
1

The Bluebird

Hear the dear Bluebird up in the

tree,

Listen! he's singing a sweet song

to me.
He is so happy, so glad and so gay,

Hush, children, don't scare him

away!
For then he would fly right out from

the tree,

And never sing more for you and

for me.

Age 8 Charlotte Webb,
Pinedale, Arizona.

Billy Bunny Makes a New Home
Fire

Mother Bunny called her two chil-

dren together.

"I have to go out and get some-

thing to eat," she told them, "and I

want you to stay in the house or the

old cat will get you."

"All right, mother," said Bobby,

"Good-bye."
"Good-bye, dear."

Mother Bunny went out and closed

the jdoor.

As soon as she went, Billy slipped

out of the back door, before Bobby
could see him. He went straight to

Farmer Smith's garden. There he

dug a deep hole. It was a fine place

to live. The next day he went home
and told his mother about it. They
went there to live where they could

get plenty to eat.
,

Age 10 Portia Salisbury,

Orem, Utah.

Just Heaven

I often think of Heaven

—

Oh, that grand and glorious place!

Where we shall all meet some day

And behold the Savior's face.

Our trials will there be over;

Temptations, too, will cease.

We will live up there forever,

In love and joy and peace.

Age 11 Mildred Pauline Ginn,

No. 7 Hoyt St., City View,

Greenville, S. C.

Johnny Bear's Disappointment

Johnny Bear was a very good bear.

He lived in a little hole back in the

mountain with his mother.

One day Johnny Bear wanted to get

some honey up in a tall tree near by,

so he climbed up in the tree with a

little bucket and went way back in

the hole. There he got the honey in

his pail and was just ready to leave

when all of a sudden Johnny began to
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scream for his mother to come quick,

for he couldn't stand it much longer.

His mother came as fast as she
could, and went to reach the pail of
honey from Johnny, who was up- in

the tree. Johnny, thinking his mother
had hold of the pail let loose and
down went the honey and spilled upon
the ground, which was sure a disap-

pointment to poor Johnny.
Age 12 Myrtle Henrie,

Delta, Utah.

By Aretha Kearl
Age 16. Laketown, Utah

"Bruce"

Through the fog on a November
morning, conversation drifted off
through the silence.

"We are fifty miles from Mount
Halcon, and we will have to rush our
dogs along pretty fast to reach there
before night."

"Which of these bags do you want,
Jim?"
"The black one."

"All right."

Then silence ruled over the vast do-

main of snow arid roarless rivers.

Snowbird's wings could be heard as

they cut the air. Soon silence was
entirely overthrown, when the strong
voices of men urged their dogs to

the start.

"Mush ye devils, mush !"

At this sharp command the creaking
of sleds was heard. The leader of

each team brought his follower to a
fast trot, when he barked and growled.
There were nine teams, and progress
was made fast, until the valley of the

Tananan river was reached. Here
marshy wastes brought the teams to

a slow dog trot.

Here men cursed, and looked at their

watches to see what time it was. Here,
too, dogs sniffed the air and seemed
to sense danger.

"Bruce," a powerful "Malamute"
dog and leader of the first team
slowed down and stopped, refusing to

go any farther. His master walked
to the front of the team, and to his

surprise he found he was only three
yards from the bank of what seemed
to be a moving mass of ice.

"Jack, turn back, double quick
time."

Hardly had his command been
obeyed when the ice he was standing
on ten minutes before broke and soon
crumbled up in the river. Dogs and
men now seemed alert, ready for any
new danger that might arise. A new
danger arose—severe cold.

After an hour of nervous watching,
men and dogs moved farther back to

rest, the fog began to rise and cold
winds set in, bringing sleet with it.

All hopes were lost of reaching
Mount Halcon that night.

As they couldn't cross the river,

they set up their tents and began the

preparation of supper, all unaware
of what tomorrow would bring.

The smell of frying bacon seemed
to cheer the downcast souls of hungry
men, and also tickle the nostrils of a

lone wolf. A long drawn cry pierced
the air and aroused the fighting tern-
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per of a massive figure of the dog
teams.

_

Jim Jackson had wagered a bet with

his pals, that his leader could kill any
wolf he ran across. Now was the

chance for the dog to prove its fight-

ing ability.

"Sic 'em, Bruce."

A streak of white dashed from the

dog tent, and soon snarls and yelps

drove silence away in fear. Which
would succeed, the wolf or Bruce?
They are clutched together in death

defying grips, now they part, again

they spring into action, and again.

"Bruce" emerges victorious. The
hoarse breathing of both fighters could

be heard tat the camp, fifty yards

away. With a last long breath, and
a pitiful look at the cruel world, a

sorely wounded wolf left mortality.

A bleeding and whining dog came
back to camp, to be doctored and left

undisturbed for the rest of the day.

Supper was eaten in silence while

through the thoughts of every man
raced the scenes of the battle. It was
the blood curdling yelps that sickened

the men and they were soon in their

sleep as the third vision of the fight

came to them again.
<

Morning dawned with a layer of

snow and ice and signs of snow for

the day. "Bruce" was the first to

show signs of life at camp, and after

a few barks and whines his master

crawled out of the sleeping tent and
built a fire, after which he started to

prepare breakfast. By nine o'clock

breakfast was finished and prepara-

tions for travel were taken up.

After a careful examination it was
decided that one man would cross the

river with his team and pull the other

sleighs across.

Jim Jackson volunteered to do this

and with his mighty leader and team,

crossed the river, and prepared to pull

the sleighs over the thin layers of ice.

Each man fastened anything that was
loose securely to his sled and awaited

his turn to be pulled across. After

all the sleighs had been pulled across,

one at a time, each man was helped

across the river. To assure safety,

the long rope that had pulled the

sleighs was tied about the man's waist,

then when the word was given he ran

across the river. The dogs were sure

and crossed safely.

After an hour's preparation, the

group of sleighs started for Mount
Halcon, thirty-five miles away. Snow
began to fall ten minutes after the

start and when they were five miles

from Mount Halcon, the snow began
to block their travel. Each step took

them farther into deeper snow and
soon both dogs and men were strug-

gling to reach the white pass.

The Athabascan Indians had broken

trails to and from their neighbors

houses, and when the sleighs reached

the trails all speed was put into action

and the village was soon reached.

Jim Jackson told of the fight and
to honor "BRUCE," the sled party

was named after him.

Five days later, after repairs and

rest the "Bruce" supply party left

Mount Halcon for Yukon, Alaska.

Age 14 Blanche Johnson,
Preston, Idaho.

Summer Vacation

Oh boy! I'll surely have some fun,

When school is all out and our lessons

are done.

I'll swing and swing 'till the hammock
breaks,

Then I'll scoot around town on my
roller skates.

I'll get in hoop skirts and think I am
fine,

I'll have a lace trail on and a robe of

ermine

;

I'll have a gold crown pressing down
on my head

:

I'll go to a banquet and there be well

fed.

Age 11 Lenore Reid,

P. O. Box 375, Manti, Utah.
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"An Indian Scare"

Some years ago my great Grandpa
was herding the people's sheep in a
little canyon ten miles away from the
settlement. His family also camped
with him.

One day while he was away tend-
ing his sheep, and the family home
alone, three buck Indians came to the
tent and walked in, helped themselves
to bread, butter, cold meat and also
drank a pan of milk. Great Grandma
was very frightened, also the children,
for the Indians had been drinking fire-

water and acted very mean.
Just at that time Great Grandma

looked out of the tent and a man was
coming with an ox team and wagon.
When the Indians saw the man they
jumped on their horses and rode away,
for which they all were very thankful.

Age 11 Merline Wells,
R. F. D. No. 1, Box 259, Provo, Utah.

Friends

We have a little puppy dog,
His fur is smooth and sleek

;

But one day he got lonesome
And a playmate he did seek.

Our puppy found a playmate,
It's a little yellow cat

;

The dog is friendly to her,

And never makes her "scat!"

In the evening on the floor

Together they roll and play,

And when they both are tired

Under the stove they'll lay.

Pussy leaps at doggy's head
As if she's very rough,
But if you'll watch a moment
You'll see its all a bluff.

For they are the best of friends

And live and play together;

We should all take after them
And be friends with one another.

Age 11 Bessie Pack,
465 N. 1st East, Logan, Utah.

A Fourth of July in Norway

Oh the fourth of July, U. S. Minis-
ter Swenson invited all Americans in

Oslo to attend a reception he was giv-
ing that afternoon from 5 to 7. To us
it felt almost like home to be again
on American soil.

A large German Police dog was
guarding the premises, and to my joy
was safely chained to his kennel.

A part of the grounds was planted
with beautiful flowers, trees, arbors,

and vines, while the rest was left in

its native state. The home is a large

spacious building, with hardwood
floors and many beautiful paintings
on the walls.

Mr. Swenson seemed glad to see so
many present; for he was unveiling
a bronze bust of himself which he
had received from his Norwegian
friends in America.
We enjoyed the cake and punch

served, and our walk under the stars

and stripes.

Age 13 Lorenzo W. Anderson, Jr.,

Osterhaus gt. 27, Oslo, Norway.

Our Twins

What does it take to make a racket?
Two little boys in pants and jacket,

Ervin Orville and Irben John,
All the day the racket goes on.

What does it take to make home love ?

Two little boys as white as a dove,—
Their hands and face and neck and

ears ;

I hope they will live for years and
years.

Age 10 Beth Thayne,
Colonia Dublan.

The Lord's Voice

Whenever the Lord calls me,
I'll tell the earth good-bye.
I'll go to meet my Savior,

To live there in the sky.

Age 8 Cora Naomi Ginn,
7 Hoyt. St., City View, Greenville S. C.
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The Priesthood

I believe the order of the Holy
Priesthood is the link in the chain
that binds us in this world to God.
We are ordained by true ministers

of the Gospel. The purpose of the
order of the Holy Priesthood is for

the edification of the Church and the

perfecting of the Saints that they may
live in unity with God and man while
on this earth and for the glory of His
son Jesus Christ.

I believe that I have received bless-

ings because I am permitted to receive

the Priesthood. God, for some pur-
pose which I know not, has called me
for the Priesthood and in due time
the purpose of my calling will be made
known to me.

I believe that through obedience of
the laws and ordinances of the Gospel

we will all receive blessings. I believe

the order of the Priesthood and all its

blessings will continue on the earth till

all people shall acknowledge Christ.

Age 13 Clyde Evans,
365 N. Main St., Memphis, Tenn.

A Fighting Horse

Uncle had brought Jim a horse so fine,

He said he could ride it for his age
was nine.

It had a saddle white and gray,

And on this horse Jim used to play.

One day when Jim had gone to school,

His horse had a fight with a long-

eared mule;
The mule would bite and start to kick

Enough to make an elephant sick.

When Jim came home from school

that night,

He found his horse in terrible plight;

The mule was in the other yard,

Very peacefully eating hard.

And Jim will tell you unto this day
How to make your mules in the barn-

yard stay,

And not to eat his horse's hay.

For that is the thing that started this

fight

That put Jim's horse in this terrible

plight.

Mother

I'm glad I have a mother true,

To help me in the things I do

;

To cuddle me when I'm tired and hurt,

And wash my clothes when they're

full of dirt.

I hope she'll live to seventy,

To watch and guide and comfort me.

The above two poems by
Age 8 David Wood,

Raymond, Alberta, Canada.

The Brighter Side

The sun is shining somewhere,
Though it may not shine on you,

And though your clouds look dreary

Somewhere the skies are blue.

Your bright hopes may be shattered,

Your fond dreams may be gone,

But brighter dreams and hopes will

sure

Return to build upon.

There's a virtue in the darkness
And obscurity of night,

\For its very dreary blackness seems
To make the dawn more bright.

Age 16 Howard Forsyth,
Hillspring, Alberta, Canada.

HONORABLE MENTION
Ethel Andrus, Ashton, Idaho
Don Borup, Paul, Idaho
Neta Brewer, Ashton, Idaho
Theresa Burrell, Safford, Arizona
Lynn Griner, Phoenix, Arizona
Valeria Hardmon, Buist, Idaho
Nola Heppler, Richfield, Utah
Eva Holyoak, Geronimo, Arizona
Hazel M. Hummel, Chicago, Illinois

Genieve Lee, Woods Cross, Utah
Beth Rigby, Driggs, Idaho
Beulah Shelley, Joseph City, Arizona
Beth Tingey, Centerville, Utah
Orrin Wardle, Rockland, Idaho
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A Sure Cure

"What cured Paul of arguing with his
wife?"
"Arguing with his wife."

A Difference

Ma: "Jerry, haven't I told you never
to play with that tough Tommy Jones?"
Jerry: "But we wasn't playin,' ma, we

was fightin' "—Kansas City Star.

How Two Great Characters Differ

"What's the difference between Lind-
bergh and the patriarch Job?"
"That's easy;_ both had patience."
"No, no. Lindbergh is a manly boy

and Job was a boily man."

Suppressed

Mrs. Jhones: "Yes, John, as I was
saying, Miss Blank has no manners.
Why, while I was talking to her this
morning, she yawned eleven times."
Old Jhones: "Perhaps, my dear, she

wasn't yawning—she might have wanted
to say something."

A Tell-tale Telling

Ethyl—Hazel told me that you told
her that secret I told you not to tell her.
Methyl—She's a mean thing! I told her

not to tell you.
Ethyl—Well, I told her I wouldn't tell

you she told me, so don't tell her I did.

English—As She Is Spoke

"Hello. Thatchu, Mike?"
"Sure! S'Mac, aint it?"

"Betcherlife. Whenja get back?"
"Lilwilago. Javagood trip?"
"Uh, huh."
"Whereju go, Mike?"
"Mishgun. "Werioo?"
"Sconsin. Javanyluck?"
"Uh huh. Whenreyuh comin' over?"
"Safternoon."
"S'long."
"Well, s'long."

—Blue Goose,

Another

"What's the difference between a fid-
dler and a violinist?"

"A haircut."

Oh, Lady!

Artist—My father offered me $2,000
not to become an artist.

Fair Visitor—And what did you do
with the money?

A Paradox

Frosh: "I know a man who says he
can't sit down and he can't stand up."

Junior: "Well, if he tells the truth,
he lies."

—Drexel Drexerd.

Following the Custom

Dentist—I'm sorry, lady; I just tore off
a piece of your gum.
Patient—Oh, that's all right. Just stick

it under the chair .and I'll get it as I
leave.

It's The Upkeep

"Since I bought a car I don't have to
walk to the bank to make my deposits."
"Ah, you ride there?"
"No, I don't make any."

—Temple Topics

A Sedative

Doctor—Your husband must have ab-
solute^ quiet. Here is a sleeping draught.
Wife—And when do I give it to him?
Doctor—You don't give it to him—

you take it yourself.

Had One Good Quality

Wife—When you proposed to me you
said you were not worthy of me.
Husband—Well, what of that?

Wife—Nothing; only I will say for you
that whatever else you were, you were
no liar.
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LATTER-DAYSAINTGARMENTS
By ordering' direct from us you save money, as our goods are shipped direct from

Manufacturer to "Wearer,

Every Garment is made to your individual measurements, la the Old or New
Style, and is fully Guaranteed.

Where Savings

Are Greatest

LOGAN GARMENT COMPANY

L£GAN,U1AH

Our Merchandise

Is Guaranteed

O. MEHR, Manager

The Following Are Our Very Best Grades
374 The best grade Rayon Silk Gar-

ments, New Style $2.95
154 Our best grade Trico Silk Gar-
- ments, New Style _...$4.50

104 High grade Combed Peeler Cotton.
Extra fine, either Style $1.50

104-B High grade Combed Peeler Cot-
ton. Bleached, either Style $1.65

124 Light- weight, rib-knit Cotton,
New or Old Style - $1.00

124-B Light weight rib-knit Cotton.
Bleached, New or Old Style $1.15

304 Heavy rib -knit Cotton, Winter
weight, either Style $2.40

741 Extra heavy Worsted Wool and
Cotton mixed, either Style $5.40

10% Extra Charge for "Double Backs/'

When ordering' give your Height, Weight, and Bust Measurements, also Sleeve and
Leg Length desired.

BUY WITH CONFIDENCE, WEAR WITH SATISFACTION

LOGAN GARMENT COMPANY
LOGAN, UTAH

Did You Make as Much Profit Last Year as You Expected?
No merchant ever failed because he had too much control over his business

NATIONAL CASH REGISTER COMPANY
H. V. KUHN, Sales Agent

Second South and State St. Salt Lake City, Utah

THE PARTICULAR BUYER
INSISTS ON

asm

GEISHA
BRAND

I CRAB MEAT

i
BECAUSE IT IS FANCY QUALITY

SAY THAT YOU SAW IT IN THE JUVENILE INSTRUCTOR
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Jire-Ht romance -j-;i§c-m

in BOOKS /l

Of course you don't intend to

sit around a bonfire this Winter-

But can you imagine anything that will give you more pleasure

than a

Good Book
in the warmth of your own home—in front of a cheerful

grate fire.

Keep up with your children. You read while they study.

We'll map out a course of reading for you.

READ NOW
Happiness $1.00—By Mail $1.10

The Man Nobody Knows $1.00—By Mail $1.10

(A Story of Jesus)

Giants in the Earth $2.50—By Mail $2.60

Flashes from the Eternal Semaphore $1.50—By Mail $1.60

Deseret Book Company
P. 0. Box 1793 Salt Lake City, Utah

SAY THAT YOU SAW IT IN THE JUVENILE INSTRUCTOR
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WE ARE EXPERT LAUNDERERS OF ANYTHING WASHABLE

LAUNDRY
Office 319 South Main Distinctive Work

IL

Telephone Hyland 190

Castle
Gate
\Coal

The Wise Man
Gets His Coal Early

!

Now is the time to order your coal

for winter. Order Castle Gate Coal and

be sure of dependable, economical com-

fort. This famous coal was endowed by

Nature with great heating qualities, and
freedom from excessive ash and waste.

For greatest satisfaction, specify CASTLE
GATE COAL.

Ask Your Dealer

Utah Fuel Co.

SALT LAKE CITY

\i= J V;

FREE PLANS FOR APPLE
AND POTATO FARM

STORAGE

Concrete
is the permanent

building' material to
use in building your storage cellar orstorage house.

Off season marketing, made possibleby good storage, brings higher prices
that soon return the cost of the con-
crete cellar.

Booklet Gives Plans and Instructions

Complete plans and construction de-
tails for any size storage cellar aregiven in our new booklet on farm
storage.

Write today for your free copy.

Portland Cement Association
Concrete for Permanence

506 McCornlck Bids., Salt Lake City

Kewanee Steel Riveted Boilers

Are UNIVERSALLY ADOPTED For

L. D. S. CHAPELS AND ALL OTHER REPRESENTATIVE BUILDINGS

KEWANEE 59ILER COMPANY
HAWLEY-RICHARDSON-WILLIAMS CO.

District Representatives
Salt Lake City

JN

SAY THAT YOU SAW IT IN THE JUVENILE INSTRUCTOR
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The Myers Self-Oiling

Home Water System
PATENTED

Fig 2510

AUTOMATIC
AIR VOLUME
CONTROL

Self-Oiling

Complete Automatic Control

Air Bound or Water Logged

Tanks Eliminated.

No Personal Attention Necessary.

Designed for Operation from any
kind of City Current or from Farm
Lighting- and Power Systems.

For use in Cisterns or Shallow Wells
up to 22 feet in Depth.

CAPACITY:
250 Gallons Per Hour.
300 Gallons Per Hour.

Floor Space 25" x 20" x 52"
High.

The Myers Self-Oiling Home Water
System is automatic. Its operation is
controlled by an electric switch which
automatically starts the Pump when
the pressure in the tank falls to 20
pounds and stops the Pump when the
pressure reaches 40 pounds. The pres-
sure is always maintained between
these two points. The maximum pres-
sure can be raised as high as 50 pounds
if desired; however, 40 pounds is rec-
ommended.

The air supply in the tank is con-
trolled by the Automatic Air Volume
Control. No personal attention neces-
sary.

PRICE LIST, Represented by Fig. 2510

For Full Information On Your Water Problems Write

Consolidated Wagon & Machine Co.
Salt Lake City, Utah

40 Branches

Utah

50 Agencies

Idaho

Vt;

SAY THAT YOU SAW IT IN THE JUVENILE INSTRUCTOR
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Dollar-a-Pound
Quality Candy

for 5C
PURE DELICIOUS WHOLESOME

and GUARANTEED FRESH

that's why Baby Ruth is made in

billions for America's millions.

Treat yourself today!

CURTISS
Candy Company, Chicago

OTTO SGHNERING, President

Also makers of Baby Ruth Gum

REAL MINT—YOU CAN'T CHEW OUT ITS FLAVOR

SAY THAT YOU SAW IT IN THE JUVENILE INSTRUCTOR



MEL V I N J BALLARI3
CH UHCH OFF I CE

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR
Z. C. M. I. FACTORY-MADE

children's
alLovers

In khaki and white-
baekcd Denim for Boys
Khaki and Peggy
Clothes, Dutch Cut for

Girls

BOY'S PLAYSUITS
Sizes 1 to S. In khaki, jeans, and while-backed

Denim

Tlie Famous

Mountaineer

Overalls
GIVE SPLENDID
SATISFACTION

r ^ j

A Good Wife

And a

RUDY
Furnace

Make a

COMFORTABLE HOME

Phone Hylaiid 555 Salt Lake City

Sugar House Lumber

& Hardware Go.

Distributors

MS O. Ashton, Manager

SAY THAT YOU SAW IT IN THE JUVENILE INSTRUCTOR


